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Schawb's Princely Gift to
Town of Homestead.
DEATH OF A NOTED OPERA SINGER

Mrs. Rierre Lorliland Rebbed of S50,000
Worth of Jewele.
Pittsburg. Pa., May 16. All business
was suspended at Homestead today
and the town took on a holiday look In
honor of the dedication of the C. M.
Schwab Free Industrial school and the
formal opening of the Institution built
and to be maintained by the president
of the steel corporation. That the residents appreciate to the fullest extent the day's event was proved by the
During the
elaborate decorations.
morning Mr. Schwab and his guests Inspected the building and at noon the
party sat down to a lunch prepared by
the pupils of the domestic science department as their tribute to Mr.
Schwab's generosity.

pure air, is the benefit they enjoy by
having plenty of soft water, coming
from the melting of snow on the mountains. The city is built on the south
slope of the mountains at an altitude
of 6.866 feet, which gives it a most
pleasant summer climate.
The city Is growing. It Is soon to
have a riew opera house. As to how
large it will be and what It will cost
has not yet been determined, but It
is sure to be built. That has been
Charles F. Whittlesey,
determined.
the Santa Fe architect. Is now designing plans for the proposed new play
house. The Rlordan Brothers of the
Arizona Lumber company are to have
new homes.
Charles F. Whittlesey
Singer.
Death of Noted
8lso
under
consideration
has
the plans
Paris, May 16. Sybil Sanderson, the for the houses. They are to be more
(
American opera singer,
like palaces n comparison with any
died suddenly today of pneumonia, re- residences now In Flagstaff.
sulting from an attack of the grip.
The brothers may rightly be called
the lumber kings of Arizona, and they
LOST HER JEWELS.
have original Ideas as to what they
Rich Woman Lugged Her Diamonds want their new homes to be. They
already have the lumber, so the usual
Around and Wat Robbed.
cost will be reduced comparatively.
16.
May
Mrs.
loss
London,
The
of
Pierre Lorlllard, who Is reported to Forty acres of ground below and east
have been robbed of $50,000 worth of of the mills have been chosen for a
jewels, Is probably much greater. Mrs. site. The new homes will be In the
Lorlllard lost all her jewelry except shape of two wings Joined together by
what she was wearing, together with a a billiard and dance hall. The wings
letter of credit and other valuables. will be ample and roomy, and the hallIs
The robbery occurred at the Berkeley will be spacious and In the future
hotel, to which place two men followed likely to be the scene of many notable
The new Rlordan
Mr. and Mrs. Lorlllard from Monte social functions.
Carlo. The thieves evidently waited homes will cof.t near $50,000.
The Arizona Lumber company's
for a favorable opportunity to commit
are running day and night and
mills
police
no
robbery.
clew
The
have
the
to the men, but Mrs. Lorlllard now re- turning out millions of feet of lumber
members meeting at various points the monthly. The mills and box factory,
two suspects and Beeing them again are Institutions of which the people
of Flagstaff are Justly proud. They
when she arrived In London.
furnish employment for a large numWireless Message From the Umbrla. ber of men and are responsible for
Queenstown, May 16. A wireless Flagstaff becoming an Important stamessage from the Cunard liner Um- tion on the Santa Fe Pacific railway In
brla from New York, May 9, was re- the matter of shipping. The mills furceived at Crookhaven today saying: nish a large part of the ties used on
"All well. Expect to arrive at Queens-tow- the Santa Fe coast lines, and not only
at 3:30 p. m." The Umbrla Is ties but bridge timber. The mills are
the steamer on board of which an at- now turning out some extra large timtempt was made to ship an infernal bers to be used In the construction of
machine at New York just previous to the American Lumber company's mills
soon to be built at Albuquerque. In
her sailing.
the neighborhood of 13,000,000 feet of
Dead.
lumber are at present corded In the
Colorado Springs, Colo., May 16.
Arizona Lumber company's Flagstaff
Police Magistrate W. T. Hall of Chica- yards.
go died this morning. He came to this
city to visit two weeks ago. His wife
Street Car Accident.
Marion, Ind., May 16. Twenty-onwill accompany the remains to Chicago, leaving this afternoon.
persons were Injured today by the
overturning of a car on the Union traction line while running at a high rate
FLAGSTAFF
FUSHES.
of speed In this city. The air brake
failed to work.
well-know- n

n

e

Band Concert.
The following program will be rendered by the Italian band at Robinson
Western Town.
park tomorrow night from 7:30 to
9:30:
Colossus of Columbia March
THE SKY LIGHT CITY GROWING.
Alexander
Coon, Coon. Coon Two-steC. Engel
All to the Good Overture. .. .McBeyer
Special Correspondence.
Gavotte
Flagstaff, Ariz., May 15. The sig- The Belle of Seville
'
Czehulka
nificance of the city of Flagstaff, nestJakobowsky
ling as it does at the foot of the high- Erminle Selection
est peaks of the San Francisco moun- Among the Roses Waltz
C. L. Barnhouse
tains and surrounded, as It is, by an
Sentinel
Serenade
Love's
extensive forest of tall and stately
F. G. Rathbum
pines, the perfume for the air, can
hardly be observed by the casual pass- Kid Nee Foot Cake Walk
Nick Brown
ing tourist, whether he travel by railPROF. RAMIREZ,
way or wagon.
Director
developments, alIts industrial
though not many, are extensive and
AHEAD OF TIME.
widely known. The Arizona Lumber
FlagMarriage of Dr. Radcliffe Will Occur
company's sawmills, located at
Sometime In June,
staff, are decidedly the largest in the
The Citizen was informed
this
southwest. Flagstaff stone, a beautiful red sand stone of unquestionable morning that Dr. W. D Radcliffe, the
quality, Is famous over Arizona. New popular gentleman who doctors the
Mexico, Southern California and some sick and Injured at Belen, bad played
has been shipped as far east as Kan- a joke on his friends and got married,
sas City. The Commercial club build- but the name of the lady could not be
ing at Albuquerque, the largest and ascertained. A telephone message to
finest club house between Kansas City Belen this afternoon solved the mys
and the Pacific coast, is built of this tery. No marriage has yet taken
stone. The quarries, where this stone place, but the young lady the prosIs mined, shows an Inexhaustible sup- pective bride has gone to Milwaukee,
Wis., to make preparations for the
ply.
A commodity of much value, seldom event, which will take place sometime
mentioned elsewhere but In the west, next month. Her name is Miss Emma
with which Flagstaff Is blessed by na- Haack, and Dr. Radcliffe accompanied
ture, U an abundance of exhlleratlng her as far as this city yesterday. Sevair. Closely allied with the benefit eral cruel jokers at Belen. all partlcu- the people of Flagstaff receive from ! lar friends, however, showered rice on

Some Newsy Notes From Mighty Good

to

the prospective groom and bride as
they got on the train for this city
morning, and, It Is said, even
fumigated ona of the trunks with several cakes of limburger cheese.
In
advance The Citizen congratulates Dr. It Now
Radcliffe.
THOMAS-STONE-

Judge

each from the employers' association
and from the labor unions, the
eleventh man to be selected by these
ten men. The plan has been unanimously adopted by the labor unions,
Union and It now remains for the employers
to accept or reject the proposition.
Everything was peaceable today Sixteen men were arrested for Interfering with the ptilke breakers and were
arraigned In the police court and reSTRIKE leased on bond, pending a hearing next

DENVEKTRIKE
Includes all the
Workers,

.

Thomas and Mis Emily
Stone Married.
There was a pretty home wedding BIBLE EIN0ERS ON A
yesterday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock at
the residence of Mrs. G. K. Gordon on
West Copper avenue, when her daugh Strikers and Non Union Men Clash in
ter. Miss Emily Stone of New Orleans,
New York City.
was united In marriage to Judge O. F.
Thomas of Fort Worth, Tex. The knot
was tied by Rev. T. C. Beattle of the
Presbyterian church.
HARRIMAN
NAS REACHED
NEW YORK
Only Immediate relatives and friends
of the contracting parties were presDenver, May 16. Yesterday af- ent. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas will re
ternoon the order to strike issued
main here for several weeks, after
to about 1.000 union men In the
which they will summer on the Pacific
Judge Thomas is a leading ' morning was recalled, but early
coast.
light of the Fort Worth bar. and one of
this morning it was reissued and
the Texas attorneys for the Rack Is
other unions included. In all the
land system. His wife has been spendmembers of twenty-on- e
unions, N
ing the past three months here with
representing 2,350 workers, were
her mother, and Is a descendant of the
ordered out this morning. This
Stone family of New Orleans. Her
makes nearly 6,000 men out on
uncle, Dr. Warren Stone was during V strike.
his lifetime one of the foremost surgeons of the southern states.
Situation More Favorable.
E. V. Chaves, attorney, was in Santa
Denver, May 16. The strike situaFe yesterday on official matters.
tion took an rnexpectedly favorable
turn at noon today, and the labor
leaders made the announcement that
DELE6ATES EN ROUTE.
a settlement might be expected within forty-eigh- t
Soon after 11
hours.
o'clock Former Governor Coates and
National Convention of Junior Order men who have been acting with him
in conduct of the strike left labor
United American Machinists.
headquarters In the Gettsburg building
today. It. wa3 announced that they
would confer with the state board of
WILL MEET IN SAN FRANCISCO.
arbitration and possibly with representative business men with a view of
formulating plana looking to a settleThe train from the east last evening ment of the strike. Late this afterbrought in a large number of delegates noon a committee Of the Allied Printen route for San Francisco to attend ing Trade Council, has arranged for
the national convention of the Junior a meeting with the ipltlsens Alliance,
Order of the United American Machin- and an effort will be made to find a
ists, which opens on Wednesday next peaceable solution of lh strike situaSeveral grand lodge1 officers were tion. No more union men have been
aboard.
called out since arly this morning.
The convention next week will celeClash In New York.
brate the fiftieth anniversary of the
New York, May 16. There was a
order and delegates from all over the
United States numbering 150 will be clash between the Italian strikers and
men In the Bronx today, in
present. This Indicates a total membership of 250,000. The order is the which several persons were Injured.
strongest In the east, where it was The strikers attacked a number of men
who had been engaged to take their
first founded.
A delegate stated to The Citizen places. A lively fight was In progress
representative that the organization when the police arrived and dispersed
.
was for stralg.it patriotism and stood the rioters.
for the restriction of the Illiterate class
Bible Binders Strike.
of Immigration from Europe that is
Philadelphia. May 16. A strike has
filling our country towns and big cities
with cheap labor. In the east people been Inaugurated in the bible printing
have at last woke up to the great and establishment of the National Publishmembers of
growing evils of this kind of immigra- ing company. Sixty-fivtion, and the people In the southwest the Book Binders' union struck beare at last getting their eyes open. It cause of the refusal of the company to
Is not the aim of this organization to pay the union scale. More than 8,000
try and restrict the better class of im- girls are Idle as a result of the Book
migration; that the order Is for free Binders' strike.
school books and compulsory educaOmaha May Arbitrate.
tion in the common schools, and for
Omaha, May 16. A plan of arbitrathe elevation of the American flag.
tion has been proposed by the Central
Labor union to settle the strike here.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
The plan is to submit the differences
The address of Delegate B. S. Rodey to a court composed of eleven, five
is the Waldorf-Astoria- ,
New York City,
N. Y.
SILVER CITY BANK.
C. E. Newcomer, the popular chief
deputy sheriff, has gone to San Francisco on official business.
Mrs. C. Cortesy, a popular lady of Col. Grayson Had Previously Sold
Socorro, Is here to enjoy a few days
Out to Murray, Carter and Lowe.
with relatives and friends.
A. A. Keen, land commissioner, will
come down from Santa Fe tonight, re6RAYS0N S OLD TROUBLES.
maining over Sunday with bis wife.
togang
cleaning
was out
The street
day, and the thoroughfares In the busiSpecial to Citizen.
ness center show much improvement.
Silver City, N. M.. May 16.
Vegas, brought
C. G. Watson, of
The recent arrest of Charles F.
In the Kansas City commercial club
Grayson, who is president of the
special yesterday as conductor. He
local bank lit re, in New York for
Is a first class trainman.
some old troubles years ago, will
After their ride tomorrow afternoon,
not in any way affect the financial
the Presbyterian visitors are cordially
condition or standing of the Sil- invited to call at the Commercial club
ver City National bank here, as
and accept the courtesy of the club to
Mr. Grayson tome time ago sev- use rooms and Inspect building.
ered his connections . with this
The Retail Clerks' union, so cards
bank and had gone east to locate.
make the announcement, will give an
The Silver City bank Is conslder- annual ball at Colombo hall on Tuesed one of the most substantial
day evening, June 2. Tickets $1, coubanking institutions In the south- ple. "Is the real thing. Don't miss it."
west, the prent owners being
The members of this year's class of
W. D. Murray, J. W. Carter and
the High school enjoyed a most deT. L. Lowe.
lightful hay ride last night. SuperinThe following telegram was re- tendent St roup and wife and Misses
celved at the bank from New
Mabel Fitch and Sadie
were
York from Mr. Coler by Colonel
the chaperones.
Carter, the cashier:
W. F. Petillon, of Dodge City, Kas.,
"Some old matters are being
where he Is the editor of the Demoused to trouble Colonel Grayson,
crat, was introduced at The Citizen
and for what I regard sinister
yesterday by his son In law, J. I).
He
and dishonorable purposes.
the trainmaster. While at this
retains, after our full knowledge
office Mr. Petillon met an old former
of everything, our greatest re- E. G. Ross, and
friend In
sped and utmost confidence, and
they talked over Kansas affairs of
I do not conclder cause for any
years ago for nearly an hour. The N uneasiness.
Vegas last
gentleman returned to
W. H COLER. JR.,"
nlgbt with his
G. F.

week

New York.
E. H. Harriman
He
arrived here at 10:40 o'clock.
walked from the train to his automobile and In an Interview given from
his vehicle Bald that he had suffered
from a slight attack of appendicitis,
but had received best of attention and
expected to sail for Europe on the 26th.
Harriman

Statistical Commission.
16. Secretary
Washington,
May
Cortelyou, of the department of commerce and labor, has appointed a
commission to rearrange the statisti
cal work of the bureaus and offices
confided to the department and to consolidate any of the statistical bureaus
and offices transferred to the department by the law creating It.
Ames Sentenced.
16.
Minneapolis, May
Ames was sentenced to six years
prisonment.

Assemble in Motional Reunion at New Orleans.

WATERS.

Report

No

Immediate

CAPTAIN OVERTON KILLED DY MOROS

Great Gathering of Baptist Societies

BUT IT MAY BE LATER.

.

This morning at 10:30 o'clock Mayor
C. F. Myers. County
Commissioner
A. Harsch, Street Commissioner Mar-

tin Tierney and Merchant Jacob Welnmann, all being expert water examiners, left to examine the condition of
the Rio Grande at the, bend In the
river Just above Alameda.
A telephone message received at
The Citizen office at 2:15 o'clock this
afternoon from Mayor Myers at San
doval, gives the encouraging news
that the city will not be overflowed
this spring, and that the water, while
having cut over some sections of the
old dyke and flooding the adjacent
lowlands. Is today acting very nicely
and keeping pretty well In the proper
channel of the liver.
An incident, not down on the program, says the telephone message,
happened at Alameda. In crossing an
acequia brimfull of muddy water, one
section of the harness broke, and the
vehicle tipped to one side, throwing
Mr. Welnmann out Into the muddy
stream. On account of the swift current Mr. Welnmann was unable to gain
Commissioner
when
his footing.
Harsch added new laurels to his rec
ord by promptly rescuing the well
known dry goods merchant from a
watery grave.
Old timers, that is people who have
resided along the Rio Grande for
more years than the four experts mentioned above, say that as soon as the
gun gets to shining warm, the huge
banks of snow In the Colorado mountains and basins will begin to melt-t- hen
Is the time to look for a flood,
and it will be one that will cover all
the lowlands along the banks pretty
well with water.
LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

M. V. B. Benson, a well known Insurance agent and adjuster, Is still In
the city from his headquarters of Den-

ver.

The colored Baptist church here will
A. E. Reynolds, of
Cripple Creek, Colo., Is here for that
purpose.
Thos. Britton and wife will leave ionlgbt for New York, and thence to
England, where they will visit for several months.
George M. Hall and wife came In
from Belen this morning, and are do
ing some shopping with local merchants today.
Ernest Hayden, who Is employed at
Bennett's curio store, will leave on
for a business trip through
j Monday
Colorado and to the Pacific coast. He
will carry a line of samples with him.
Tomorrow there will be more ministers In Allmiiuernua than there ever
y
was since the birth of the place.
one Bhould do all they can to make
their visit an enjoyable one, so that
.they wil always have a kindly feeling
toward Albuquerque.
I
The c harter for the laundry Work
ers' union arrived this morning. The
seal and other paraphernalia have not
arrived vet. The charter for the Team- sters' union has not arrived yet, but
Is expected next week some time, when
they will le called together for perma
nent organization,
be reorganized.

Ev-er-

!

I

at

Buffalo, New York.
New Orleans, La., May 16. The
BAPTIST CONVENTION.
United
Confederate Veterans will
meet in thirteenth annual convention Large Meeting of Baptist Societies to
Assemble at Buffalo.
In this city Tuesday.
A conservative
Buffalo, May 16. One of the largest
estimate Is that 200,000 visitors will
be In New Orleans during the week. conventions ever planned by Baptists
Decorative arches are being built in will be held in Buffalo next week unthe down town streets and other work der the auspices of the Woman's Soof preparation for the big gathering Is ciety of American Baptists. Three sobeing hastened. The meetings of the cieties will participate In the gather
Sons of Veterans and of other affiliated lng the American Baptist Missionary
bodies will serve to augment the at- Union, American Baptist Home Mis-slo-n
Society and the American Baptist
tendance.
The program of the entire five days Publication society. About 2.000 deleof the reunion has been arranged so as gates, representing many states, are
to provide many Interesting features. expected to be In attendance. ElaboThe convention will assemble Tuesday rate preparations are being made by
morning In the specially constructed - (he local churches of the Baptist deauditorium at the fair grounds. After nomination for the reception and en
addresses of welcome by the governor tertainment of the visitors. A number
of Louisiana, the mayor of New Or- of speakers of note will be heard durleans, representatives of the various ing the convention, which will be In
commercial bodies of the city and the session through the entire week.
local confederate camps, a response
Coming Home.
will be made by General John B. GorColonel Charles F. Grayson, now In
don, commander-in-chief- .
A brief
business session will be held In the af- New York, wires Thomas Hughes that
ternoon. Later there will be a recep- he will soon be In Silver City, and will
tion at the Soldiers' Home by the be able to do more for that city than
Daughters of the Confederacy, and In ever before. He appreciates the kind
the evening special entertainments at words that have been spoken of hlnx
the Tulane and Crescent theaters. Be. In this territory.
tween the two business sessions of
They Are Coming.
Wednesday an hour will be devoted at
stockholders of
Some of
noon to memorial services In honor of
Santa Fe Central have arrived
Jefferson Davis and the Daughters of the
from Pittsburg. Pa., with Senator W.
the Confederacy. In the evening a H. Andrews, rnd are now Inspecting
grand ball will lie given In honor of the
In the party Is Senator
sponsors and maids of honor of the that new line.
Quay's son. Mijor C. T. Quay, and Ma
convention.
jor G. W. Delemater, Colonel A. J. LesThursday will be occupied with rou
ter and G. W. Delamater.
tine business by the convention and
General Manager W. 8. Hopewell
with visits to places of interest In and met the party In Chicago and escorted
A
grand
city.
ball
second
about the
to the territory In a private car.
will be held In the evening. Friday Is them party will probably be here next
The
the day of the big parade, which will week.
take place In the afternoon. The most
important feature of Saturday will be
Hon. J. M. Sandoval, who has just
the decoration of confederate graves returned from his sheep ranch, came)
In the local cemeteries.
down to the city this morning from
Many important matters are to come Sandoval, accompanied by Ignaclo Gubefore the great reunion of the vet- tierrez, one of the county commissionerans, among which will be considera ers of Sandoval county. The gentletion of prop?r steps to be taken to men returned to Sandoval this afterteach young men and women the true noon.
history of the causes of the great civil
Word was received from San Acacto
war and of the war Itself. A great today that Euseblo Sals, a well known
effort to Instill Into the minds of the citizen of that town, had died yesteryoung In the south the truth of the day morning after a short Illness with
conflict Is being made by the historical pneumonia.
The deceased was a
committee of the association, of which brother of Sefertno Sals, of St. Johns,
General S. D. Lee Is the chairman.
Ariz.
The burial took place at San
The annual convention of the Con Acaclo this morning at 10 o'clock.
association,
of
federate Memorial
which Mrs. W. J. Behan Is president,
JUDGE BAKER HERE,
will be held 'n New Orleans during the
reunion of the veterans. The opening
services of this convention will be the
utual Jefferson Davis memorial service, Arrived Last Night With a Party
of
which will be held In Christ's Church
great
Tuesday.
on
To this
Cathedral
Lumber Capitalists.
memorial service all United Confederate Veterans, Sons of Veterans and
Daughters of the Confederacy have
LOOKING
FOR INVESTMENTS.
been cordially Invited to assist. Gen
eral J. B. Qordon has announced his
desire that every person visiting New
Judge Benjamin S. Baker returned
Orleans during the reunion shall take to Albuquerque on last evening's
train
part In the service, as a mark of ap from Omaha with a party of capitalpreciation to the women of the south ists and registered
at the Alvarado.
and their great work.
The judge surprised his friends
when he appeared In the lobby of the
CAPTAIN OVERTON KILLED.
Alvarado, for they thought be was la
Moros of Mindanao Attack an Ameri Omaha enjoying a much needed vacacan Force.
tion. However, his friends had heard
Manila, May 16. Captain Clough of his spouting of the greatness and
Overton of the Fifteenth cavalry and richness of the resources of the great
Private Harry Noyes were killed and territory of New Mexico, and so
Private Hartlew was wounded yester- wanted him to accompany them her
day In a bolo rush at Sucatlan, Island to look a part of It over. The Judge,
of Mindanao.
who is as loyal to the sunshine terriNo details of the fighting have been tory as if he was born and raised here,
received beyond a brief telegram re consented, and bo will remain here)
porting the deaths. It Is said that six for several days taking the party
of the enemy were killed.
aiound.
About 300 insurgents armed with bo
The gentlemen who arrived with
los, resisted the landing of a force of Judge Baker are S. W. Grandler of
scouts at Catalman, Camlguin island, Washington, D. C, J. B. White of KanTuesday. They charged the scouts and sas City and C. L. Chaffee of Omaha.
wounded two of them. It required an All are interested In the lumber busihour to disperse the
insurgents. ness, and intend to look over some
Twelve of them were killed and many timber lands on the west range. This
wounded.
morning the judge had them out beCaptain Overton.
hind a pair of fast steppers showing
Washington, May 16. Captain Over- them the most progressive city In the
ton was a native of Indiana. He was southwest.
They are much pleased
appointed to the military academy with what they have seen. The Judge
from Texas In 1884. Harry C. Noyes thinks that the labor question In Omathe private killed, enlisted In Troop ha will undoubtedly be settled by
D. Fifteenth cavalry at Cincinnati.
'.
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Danger From a Flood.

non-unio- n

Not-gras-

HIGH

investigators

VETERANS OF
COMFEDERA C V

In

New oYrk. May 16.

THE

NUMBER 455
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prl..K Winds Are Disagreab!e!
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our linoiitl in
Crmm l h WOM'FK Ladies
coin and toil- li
become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it, do s".
-
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ALVAUAD'i PHARMACY,
U. H. BRIUQS & CO..
Colorado, 'Phone 48

Ubuqucrnuo

r:iilt

Proprietor

RIVER HIGH AT EL PASO.
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But There Is No Danger, So an Old
Timer Says All Floods Occurred About This Time in May.
The river Is still hlnh. but there has
leen no perceptible change since yes- erday and the day before, although
all the old river prophets predict that
will rise still higher. Said an old
timer today:
"The extreme high water of the Rio
Grande during almost every big rise,
has leen on, or close around, the 20th

tour
taklnf mulleins and other drn.. but eonld find on relief only
to
for .nor lme. I will recommend
and
Only
thing
Indication
for
th
BIT friend!
onr alomaro and to keep the bo wen Id food
They are rery nlre toent."
Harry Stnckley, Much Chunk, Ps.
I !

1

Bet

For

ineDoweia

V

'rreU

--4

Automatic 'Phone 297
CANS

of May.

CATHARTIC

Nineteen years

denization In th's county, but Its In
fluence will not affect a dozen votes.

(litiKO

HUGHES A McCRElGHT, PubllBhera

There Is no danger whatever of an
overflow of th Rio Grande doing any
Bdttof
at
w!t. HuihM
McCrelEht....Mr. and City Editor damage to this city. The river Is bepresent at high water mark, and
yond overflowing the lowlands above
Published Dally and Weekly.
Alameda, no further damage will be
done. If the people In that vicinity
umorTffiyiABE:L
had enough energy to keep a dike In
thou-penif pair they crmld save several
acres of land, but they th!nk thl?
city should bear the expense.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
TERRITORIAL TAX LEVY.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
total tax levy for territorial purThe
ALBUQUERQUE
CITY OF
poses as fixed by the territorial auditor is 16 81 mills on the dollar. The
Associated Presa Afternoon Dispatches 1,'vy is divided as follows: For terrltor
Circulation
County
Largest City and
lal purposes, C mills on the dollar; foi
The Largest New Mexico Circulation territorial Institutions, 4.40 mills on
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation the dollar; for charitable Institutions.
0.81 mills on the dollar; for Louisiana
Copies of this paper may be found on
to at Washington In the office of our purchase expos'tion fund 0.60 mills on
special correspondent, E. Q. Slgtrera, tl" the dollar; for payment of interest and
"street N. V.. Washington P. C.
principal of certificates of Indebtedness, 1 mill on the dollar; for proTerma of Subscription.
visional Indebtedness sinking fund.
Daily, by mall, one year, In ad0.50 mills on the dollar; for capltol
5.00
vance
building sinking fund, 1.50 mills on
CO
Daily, by mall, one month
dollar; for support of public
the
60
Dally, by carrier, one month
2 mills on the dollar. The
schools,
90
Daily, by carrier, one week
for the cattle indemnity fund
2.1 J levies
Weekly, by mail, one year
and for the sheep sanitary fund are
The Dally Citizen will be delivered not included in the total, as they do
in the city at tbe low rate of 20 cents not apply generally.
per week, or for 60 cents per month,
whea paid monthly. These rates are
GETTING OUT OF DEBT.
teas than those of any other daily paDona Ana county, under a republi
per in the territory.
can county administration, is aomg
very well and getting out of debt. In
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a favor on this connection the Las Cruces Pro
The Citisen by notifying us Immedi- gress, an exc silent weekly newspaper,
of the
ately of any
comments:
"Dona Ana county is getting out of
debt Under a republican administra
days of '96,
tion since the 'shot-gushe has paid about $50,000 of democratic approved accounts and has paid
the running expenses of the county up
to date, with a slight difference. If
the republicans, when they came in
power, had t.ot had this enormous
debt to pay. Dona Ana county now
would be the best county in the terr!
And on
lory, financially speaking.
account the people indifferent to
that
ago
when The political opinion gave the 'reformers
It ia only a few years
Citizen waa the only republican daily another dose of what they call Cas
newspaper In New Mexico.
torta down In Venezuela."

ako

the

Stanton

street and Mexican Central bridges,

(the only bridge we had In those days)
went out on May 2u, 1884, and the
water remained quite high for two
months.
In 1891, May 17 to 2". the river was
very high and Mrs. Dr. Stevenson, then
Miss Florence Vilas, came near be
ing drowned.
in 1897 the water came up to the
Are station on Overland street and
flooded all that section of town. All
adobes that were not on stone foundations were washed down.
"This year, the spring being quite
cool thus far. the biggest rise most
likely will be after May 20, but there
will be no danger to the city, owing to
the canal that was cut some one and
f
miles below the Stanton street
bridge to straighten the river which
makes the fall of the river greater
and deepens the channel In front of
the city." El Paso Herald.

Po Oood,
Pleaennt, Palatable, Potent. Taete 0Kd,IKK.
V.
No"'
Neror Sicken. Weaken or Urine. 10c,,atamped
H.U.
old In bnlk. The gennlne tablet
money
back.
Onaranteed to enra or your
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 599

AHHUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

queries. This is more than can be
said of some of New Mexico's former
lelegates."
From a Cat Scratch,
in the arm, to the worst sort of a
.urn, sore or boil, DeWitt's Wltcl
Hazel Salve is a quick cure. In buying
Witch Harel Salve, be particular to get
DeWitt's- - -- this is the salve that heals
without leaving a scar. A specific for
iillnd, bleeding, itching and protruding
Mies. Sold by B. H. Brlggs & Co., S
'ann & Son.
o
' Jamaica Ginger, or Life and Scenes
In the Weft Indies," Is the subject ot
'he next lecture in the series of travel
talks at the Baptist church. It will le
given by the pastor, Herman J. Powell
who spent a winter In Jamaica. Time,
Friday next at 8 p. m. Special music.
So admission will be charged, but an
offering will be taken.

one-hal-

Ayers
Sarsaporilla

Purifies the blood, gives
strength tothe nerves, and
brings color to the cheeks.
Ayer's Pills regulate the
bowels, cure constipation
and biliousness, and aid
the digestion. Two grand
family medicines. Sold
for 60 vesrs.
i.Ar
Mich., Is expected back from

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUh.

N.

M,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cathie
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
WM. MclNTOSH
W. A. MAXWELC
C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA e SANTA FE RAILWAY

that city

today.
Made Young Again.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
each nlgbi for two weeks has put me
in my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turner of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
best in the world for liver, stomach
and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
gripe. Only 15c at all druggists.

CrCrCrCKXrfXHXrrXKX

J.

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

The Union
Market
C07

M. riOORE

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Weet Gold Avenue.

Whea you want a pleasant physic
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. They are easy to take and
pleasant in effect For Bale by all
druggists
o

There will be a special meeting of
Too Great a Risk.
Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M.,
In almost every neighborhood some this (Saturday )evening at 8 o'clock
4
one has died from an attack of colic Work In Master Mason'B degree. By or
ABSTRACT OF TITLZ TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL KB
or cholera
morbus, often medicine der of worshipful master. 0. W. Grove
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
could be procured or a physician sum acting secretary.
INSURE "OUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
moned.
A reliable remedy for these
A
Straightened
Out
Farmer
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES iAI
(..senses should be kept at hand. The
"A man living on a farm near here
risk Is too great for anyone to take.
AND ENURE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
Colic, Cholera
Chamberlain's
and came In a short time ago completely
AND
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly doubled up with rheumatism. I handed WM. GOETTING A CO.. Proprietors.
Pain
a
Chamberlain's
of
him
bottle
saved more pain and suffering than
any other medicine in use. It can al Balm and told him to use it freely and
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled
ways be depended upon. For sale by If not satisfied after using it he need Sausage making a specialty.
MANAGER OP
not pay a cent for it," Bays C. P. Ray
all druggists.
der, of fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few
o
days later he walked into the store as
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
All the departments .literary and straight as a string and handed me a
Next Door to First National Bank.
industrial, are busily engaged prepar dollar saying, 'give me another bottle
New Telephone 222.
ing for the closing exercises next of cnamberlaln's Pain Balm. I want it
in tne nouse an tne time ior it curea
week.
A. O. Wright, supervisor In charge, me." For sale by all druggists.
o
has gone to Rocky Ford, Colo., to perHenry Haskell, who accompanied
fect the arrangements with the Amer
113V6 West Railroad Avenue.
wife to Kalamazoo,
ican Beet Sugar company about em the remains of his
ploying Indian labor for the beet fields.
PROFESIONAL CARDS
He expects to visit other points in Col
OENTIST8.
orado while gone.
ft P. HALL. Proprlstor
New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 8.,
The social given by the C. E. society
Residence, New Phone 353.
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
on Wednesday evening was a very
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftlnga, Pulleya,
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
pleasant and enjoyable event.
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Building! ;
W. EDWARDS...
M.
N.
'Phonea.
Both
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
The democratic party la surely In
Allan Morrison, from Darlington, O
THE MERGER STATE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
hard straits if it is forced to nominate
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
FOUNDRY
Veteran
The
The Lord 8 burg Liberal sees many T., has been appointed clerk to fill the
Ellia MacDougall, D. D. 8.
Cleveland for president In 1904.
vacancy
by
Mrs
made
the
of
transfer
advantages for the people in the mak
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
ing of one state out of the territories Bush to the United States land office hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p
18
Years Actual Experience
Kleren thousand employes of the of New Mexico and Arizona. The Lib in Pueblo, Colo. Mr. Morrison Is ex m. to 6 p. m. Appointments made by
government railroad in Australia have eral says that the single statehood pected here In a few days.
No. 100 by the State
License
mail. Automatic "phone 157; Old
The health of the children is excel 'phone 62.
truck. Will the government say there theory, so far as appears on the sur
Board of Health of Kansas.
ia nothing to arbitrate?
face, Is opposed principally In both lent, not a single case being In the
Office and Parlors
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
territories by the politicians and aspir hospital.
S:
3u6 Railroad avenue.
Office
hour.
RAILROAD AVENUE
a
W.
Roybal
307
Camlelario
has
received
ing
offlceseekTs. For the more states
The Las Vegas Optic says that the
a. mfl to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to E p. m
Open Day and Night.
there are the more offices there will be permanent appointment as industrial Telephone 4(2. Appointments made bj
,
reform league of Albuquerque Is
r--rr
"teharmed circle." A sort of high and greater would be the opportunities teacher. Mr. Roybal was a former pu DISu.
for aspirants to fill them. But the pil of the school and won the respect
LAWYERS.
toned, dress circle concern.
masses of the territories are not look- of all by his careful attention to busi
Get Your
Bernard C. Rodey
The Citizen has a larger circulation ing for offices. They want the advant- ness. He la to be complimented on his M. Prompt attention given to all buBlneas
Summer soli
than any other daily newspaper in New ages that statehood would bring and promotion, as the position Is an im- pertaining to tne proreaaion. win pracand
Mexico, and expects to keep at the they want them quick. They know portant one and has a salary of $600 tice in all courts of the territory
the United States land office.
Made at
bead of the line for several years to it will be greitly to their Interests in per annum attached to it.
Rumor has it that Mr. Roybal Is soon
the matter of taxes alone to have but
Ira M. Bond
come.
42 F street N. W..
one state organization to support rep- to marry one cf the belles of the ATTORNEY-AT-LAWashington. I. C. Penalons, lands, pat
All the papers in Denver are urging resenting a grand state, than It will be school.
ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent
1
WILLIAM
A new colored cook has been Install- trade marks, claims.
of
" J
jr, I "u
j
t
r
the people to keep cool, which probab to support two Btate organizations
Inferior states with enormously in- ed In the "Club" kitchen and Is dishing
ly accounts for the cold wave which
D. Lee
William
weeping over the Rocky mountal creased taxes. This fact is ever be up tempting viands for the employes ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
Office, room 7, N
if)
fore tbe masses and they are ponder of the institution.
T. Armijo building. Will practice In a)
region.
GLEASNER
territory.
of
courts
the
the
A large number of visitors from the
ing It seriously, and will be ready with
-Adolphus Busch, tbe great brewer, tlelr answer when the time comes to east called at the school during the
R. W. D. Bryan
ATTORNEY-AT-IjAAlbuquerque, fi
ays that be has had so much trouble consider the proposition of the union past week.
M. Office, First National Bank building.
THE TAILOR
with labor unions and striking em- of the two territories In one state or
ployes that he now favors compulsory no state at all for many years to come.
Frank W. Clancy
ATTOVEY-AT-IAW- ,
roome t and S. N
arbitration.
SOUlli
216
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
DEFENDS RODEY.
Enterprise
City
defends
The Silver
E. W. Dobson
It ia stated that the new Mexican
Second St.
- .
L.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, Cromwel
ilver dollars will be legal tender for Delegate Rodey from an
MAlbuquerque, N.
block,
Independby
City
Silver
criticism
the
SO cents each, and kept at par with
Albuquerque
The duel
John H. 8tlngle
gold on that basis by a redemption ent. The Enterprise says:
in
tbe
"The mandate Issued by the Inde
Cromwell block
SIS V dark was a favor ATTORNEY-AT-T.Afund ot $25,000,000 gold In the
When you want to buy Floor and Bran, cr want to sell
N. M.
pendent this week ordering Delegate
ite with duelists Albuquerque,
'
Wheat, write to
DeWitt's
Rodey to secure a geological survey
Two men wer
PHYSICIANS.
kittle
BELEN, N. M
OO
, Props.
BEOKEK
no
locked
Mexico,
New
JOHN
in
southwestern
for
dark
THE
Di. J, E. Bronson
Bryan's Commoner says that the
The famous little pills.
room and crawled
gentleman
into
the
threw
doubt
Phyalclan.
Homeopathic
that
spent
talking
so much time
president
stealthily from Room IT.
Whlttna- - Wnr
About irrigation while in Arizona and tantrums whan he beheld It and it is
corner to corner,
1903
1882
equally
Rodey,
Mr.
certain
fear
that
until some false
New Mexico that his train was always ing
another outburst, dashed off his
step made one ol
pulled out of the station just as he
and vest and penned a scorcher
them the target
waa about to say a few words concern- coat
to
Interior department. Not that
the
for bullet or
ing the pledge to confer statehood.
blade.
Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
the cause Is not a worthy one, for an
Life is s duel
Jaa. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
examination of the geological forma
in
great
dark
United
with
States
the
the
of
seal
The
secGranite Flour.
highly
this
mineralized
of
tion
disease.
One
false
mistake,
step,
one
la to be recast ut an expense of $1,250. tion Is something devoutly to be wishand
the
comes
attack
swift
and
sudden
The present seal was made in 1885. It ed. It Is not in the asking, but the The mistake which commonly opens tbe
Staple and Fancy Groceries
has always been in the custody of the manner of asking that the Independent way for an attack by disease is neglect
214 South Second Street
in
Is
mounted
secretary of state and
pursued the methods of a common of the symptoms of stomach trouble.
large press with sufficient power to scold, intimating that in pursuing the When eating is followed by undue full- Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
ness, belchiujjs, sour or bitter risings
Impress it upon the thickest
Earth.
cause of statehood, Mr. Rodey had neg- etc., disease
is attacking the stomach
lected other causes. People residing
The beit way to f.nstrate such an atFree Delivery
O.deri Solicited.
on the Lower Clla In this county, and tack is to use Dr. Tierce's Golden MedWhen the courts fall out what will in Arizona, where free rural delivery ical Discovery. It cures diseases of the
the people get? At Omaha where a will be install"! through the efforts of stomach and other organs of digestion
J.
strike prevails the federal court has Delegate Rodey, know differently, as and mttiitiou, ami makes the body
Dealer In
enjoined the strikers from interfering do also others from this county who strong and hfalthy.
I
a mlTri ii n very much with my hrail ami
with tbe employers and the state court have written to this Indefatigable atiMnaLli
" wriUii Mr. W C. l.lll. of Weltloa.
Co.. Ala., head wait an diny wlieu t
has enjoined tbe employers from
worker on any question concerning the Shell:,
would raise up in
would i'hII right tacV.
situterfering with tbe strikers. The
public welfare and who have, at least Could cat hut ,'rry little, in fact acarcrly any
there ace'iied to he a heavy weight iu my
ation ouglit to make for peace if noth- received prompt answers to their thiug.
atomach au I (.mid not reitt;
had to belch very
ing else.
AVENUE
206
WEST KAILROAD
ofteu and would vomit up nearly everything
I took four botI waa in . h.id condition.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
JEMEZ 4. SULPHUR HOT 8PRINGS ate.
In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people
tle of Dr. Pwice'a Golden Medical lhaeovery
STAGE LINE.
nil five of hi.- Favorite I'reM:riplion ' and atu
The morning sheet, which is owned
Save minify and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
I feel like a new woman
now
well
aud
'teartv.
t
by a
corporation, and Carrie the U. a. man; only line with ud give l)r.
vxcursiop. in charge of experienced agent,
mediciuea credit for it all.
brags of its "independence," has al a change of stock en route; good rigs, 1 baa taken rurce'a
nvdicine from phyaiciaua without
Proprietor.
8IMON
BALLING,
uy
i could mtc"
ueneni
ways been an enemy ot the republican borses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerInquire of local siant
Successor to Balling Bros.
Dr, Pierce
Common Sense Medicai
party. It was "fixed" by the republ- que every day in the week, except Adviser
You will
To
is st.it free oti rec.-ip- t
of stamps Wedding :
:
Specialty
:
a
Cake
ican leaders two years ago, and gave a Sunday, at 6 a. in. For particulars to pay expci'se of mulling only. Send
Angeles,
Los
We desire patronage, and we
tupport to the republican address W. L. Trimble & Co., agenta, at one-cea.uiiips for the paper covered
Serv
Sao Francisco
baking.
guarantee first-clas- s
ticket last fall. It now is doing all it Albuquerque, or J. li. BLOCK, pro- book, or 31 Uamps for the
M.
N.
Address
Dr.
R.
V.
ft.
Pierce,
Albuquerque,
Buffalo,
W7
N. V.
First St.,
caa to break down the republican or- - prietor, Jemes, N. M.
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Railroad Topics
The Santa Fe Is preparing to take up
all the old steel In the yards at Flagstaff, Arizona, and on Its line west of
that place and replace It with eighty-fiv- e
pound steel.
The San Dernardino Sun says that
D. D. Franklin, of the car department, left on last night's overland
for Albuquerque, where he will visit
with relatives for a month or six
weeks.
At Las Cruces the Santa Fe Is making Improvements around the depot. A
new cable is being put in for the telegraph office and several of the poles
and wires running into the telegraph
office will be removed.

raising Industry alone. This year the
strawberry season began on April 1,
while the date was April 21 last year,
with the result that up to May 6 the
Atlantic Coast Line had carried 313.-25crates of strawberries against
to the same date last year. As each
quarts of
crate contains thirty-twstrawberries, over 10,000,000 quarts
have been shipped from North Carolina over this line this season. Strange
to say the destination of the fruit has
changed considerably in the last few
years, and whereas at one time it was
practically all shipped to New York,
now it Is widely distributed, with Pittsburg practically the largest market.
From present Indications the grain- carrying road b will have nothing- - to
fear for the Immediate future. The
winter wheat so far promises the larg
est crop ever raised, and Kansas alone
expects to have a 100,000,000 bushel
crop, or 21,000,000 bushels In excess of
any other year In the history of the
state. ,

'

That Deming Will in the
Near Future Have Another Railroad.
The engineering party that has been
locating the permanent route of the
road that Is to be built from Alamogor
do to Deming have about completed
their work and are now In the latter
city.
To the Headlight, Mr. Green said
"The road will pass around the south
end of the Organ range, and will come
to Deming over a light grade, having
about eight miles of 1 per cent and a
maximum of 6 per cent on the remainder. It will cross the Southern Pacific
road at a point this side of Myndus
and come to Deming on the south side
of that road.
"That this road will be built, and
that at once, is as certain as certain
can be. Where this road will go from
here is, as yet, a question, but we have
information that leads to the belief
that California Is the objective point
"Robert Young of Las Cruces, manager of the short line, expects Mr.
Cranshaw, president and director, out
la a short time to pass on the now al
most compleied survey.
Mr. Young
feels confident that the president will
find everything more than favorable
and will give the word to start the
good work along."
The Farmer Got Fifty Cents.

there

was a smashup and all were badly sha
ken fc'o. The next morning a burly
farmer limped Into the superintend
ent's office and said: "Mr. superin
tendent, I came in to see what you
were going to give me for shaking me
up so yesterday." The superintendent
asked him how much he thought be
ought to have for his Injuries. "Well,
I think it is worth fifty cents, and I
will settle for that." The superintendent replied that it was quite a sum, but
as the man seemed honest be would
pay him, and he did so, taking his receipt in full. The superintendent said,
"I will be liberal with you and give
you a pass to take you home." "No
yon won't. As long as these pius (slapping bis legs) last, I won't go on your
From "A
darn railroad any more."
Historic Railroad," in May National.
EARLY STRAWBERRIES.

Have an Important Effect on South
em Railroad Earnings.
The early fruit season In the south
this year Is likely to have an Important
bearing on the April and May returns
of Southern railroads. In this connection It will surprise many to learn of
the extent of one branch of the fruit

For those In need of House Furnishings.
Hers at this store this week.
Special prices we offer as an an inducement for your patronage. In case
you are not In need of anything In this line kindly bear this on great department of ours In mind for the future. Call and see the specials advertised for this week.
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Now Certain

In the early days of the road

..Albuquerque's Lorgeot Store..

Fifty Years the Standard
Tol Tins k

71,-08- 3

Early Riser,
now and then, at bedtime, will cure
constipation,
biliousness and liver
trouble. DeV'ltt's Little Early .users
are famous little pills that cure by
arousing the secretions, moving the
bowels gently, yet effectually, and giving such tone and strength to the
glands of the stomach and liver that
the cause of the trouble is removed
A Revelation.
entirely, and if their use Is contiued
If you wllil make inquiry It will be
for a few days, there will be no return a revelation to you how many succumb
of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Brlggs to kidney troubles in one form or
& Co., S. Vann & Son.
another. If the patient Is not beyond
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
C. W. Werst, late general foreman
cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
of the locomotive department at the Pharmacy.
Santa Fe shops in San Bernardino, has
o
been appointed acting superintendent
WILL COST $2,600,000.
Northmachinery
for
the
Paso
El
of
western system with headquarters in Thebes Bridge Across the Mississippi,
Alamogordo, New Mexico. He takes
Is a Record Breaker.
the office, vice W. C. Parsons, reWork is rapidly progressing on the
signed, and his Jurisdiction extends new bridge across the Mississippi river
over the entire road. His appointetween Thebes. 111., and Gray's Point,
ment was effective May 10, and is Mo. Next to the East river bridge bemade by General Manager W. R. Mar- tween New York and Brooklyn It Is the
tin.
largest bridge under construction in
the
United States. What la Foley's Kidney Cure?
The
total length of the bridge prop
v
Answer: It is made from a prescription of a leading Chicago physician, er will be 2,750, but including the masonry approaches and the earthwork;
and one of the most eminent in the
country.
The ingredients are the will be 3,907 feet. It will be a double
purest that money can buy, and are track structure, with a clearance of
twenty-eigh- t
feet between the trusses.
scientifically combined to get their utThe steel work will extend 103 feet
most value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
above low water and sixty feet above
water.
of
The comparative statement
the high
stone piers will support the steel
Six
Mexican Central Railway company for
The piers rest on concrete foun
the month of January shows a de- work.
crease in earnings, as compared with dations laid on bedrock, which baa
January, 1902, of 124,041.26.
The been reached at a comparatively short
The apstatement shows that the gross earn- distance below the river bed. 325
feet
ings increased on the same compari- proach on the Illinois side is
son $390,090.41, which was offset by an in length, with five arches, and tnat
increase of $414,731.67 in the operat- on the Missouri side 490 feet, with seving expenses. The number of miles en arches. The superstructure design
operated in 1903 are 2,914.76. In Jan- is composed of two fixed spans, four
cantilever arms, and three suspended
uary, 1902, the miles operated were
piers and granite for facing and below
the high water mark.
A. A. Herren, of Finch, Ark., writes.
The cost of the complete structure
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best Is estimated by the engineers at
prepartion for coughs, colds and lung
The controlling interests In
trouble. I Know that it has cured con- this undertaking are the Cotton Belt
sumption in the first stages." Alvarado and Iron Mountains roads of the Gould
system, the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
Pharmacy.
of the Frisco system, and the Illinois
FOURTH RAILROAD.
Central.
A LHte

3

WHITE BREAD.
Another Proof in the Controversy.
Under certain conditions white bread.
potatoes and all starchy food fails to
digest and bowel troubles and appen
dicitis are likely to follow unless the
food is changed.
After consulting five physicians the
last three of whom declared that an
operation for appendicitis was the only
way to save her life, a young lady of
Bloomington, Ind., recovered her health
entirely with no other aid than Grape-Nutthe scientific predigested cereal
food.

She says: "Three years ago I had an
my family physician
pronounced congestion of the bowels
and stomach.
"He treated me for some time but I
continued to grow weaker, constantly
subject to the same attacks. I was com
pelled to give up my studies at college.
In the meantime I consulted another
physician. Finally I went to a specialist who pronounced It catarrh of the
stomach and acute appendicitis. I was
under his care for about three weeks
when I had another attack and my
parents called other physicians who
claimed that nothing but the removal
of the appendix would save my life.
"My parents refused to permit this
and I was left a total wreck, weak,
nervous, unable to eat. It was then
that they tried Grape-Nuts- ,
feeding
me a teaspoonful three times a day.
Upon this food alone I improved from
the start to the great wonder of my
family. For two months I ate nothing
but Grape-Nutand drank beef tea.
Since that time (which was more than
a year ago) I have not had the slightest illness and I am now strong and
able to study again. I know that I owe
my restored health to Grape-Nutand
I now eat it constantly."
Name furnished l.y PoBtum Co., Battle Creek,

attack of what

s

s

Mich.
In this case as in most cases of ap-

pendicitis the trouble started with Inflammation of the bowels resulting
from the use of pasty, starchy foods
that were undigested In the stomach
and went into the intestines in an undigested condition, fermenting there
and starting disease. Too much white
bread will do this. Relief and final
cure came when the improper food was
left oft and Grape-Nuts(In which
the starches have been transformed In
to grape sugar by a predigestlng process), was used. Although all of the
rebuilding elements are there In Grape-Nut- s
the food is so pure that the most
d t itrate stomach relishesand digests it.
,

Lunch
Cloths
Size

LINENS
50 - cent

39c yd
75 -cent

64x64
85

Best grade of Damask

-

69c yd
$1.00

Regular price $4.25

Sues for $1,000,000.
Suit for $1,000,000 taxes against the
Southern Pacific Railroad company
has been filed In the Jefferson county
court at Louisville, Ky., by W. L. Wei-ler- ,
Jr., revenue agent for the state
of Kentucky. The petition alleges that
that corporation had not paid taxes
on Its personality In five years and
that $1,000,000 was now due the state.
Under the statutes of Kentucky, failure to or refusal to pay taxes subjects
the delinquent to a twenty per cent
penalty.
This penalty Is added on
property alleged to be held by the
Southern Pacific in that state. In its
prayer the petitioner asks that the
court assess against the defendant ail
taxes and penalties now due and unpaid.

$1.25

Linen

$3.50

Bleached
89c yd

$1.50

Bleached

Linen

75c

4
5

75c Red
8oc Red
$1.25 Red

Linen.. 53c
Linen.. 69c
Linen.. 89c

yd
yd
yd

NAPKINS
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
$2.25
$2.50

quality.... 89c doz

quality ..$1.10 doz
quality ..$1.53 doz
quality ..$1.63 doz
quality ..$1.89 doz
Either Bleached or
Unbleached. Full range
of sizes.

WEEK.

0
2

Linen

$1.00 Unbleached Linen
79c yd

SPECIAL
PRICES THIS

9
5

Unbleached Linen

85c Unbleached
69c yd

Finest quality bleached
Damask Linen
All nicely hemstitched

R H E

Linen

53c yd

Western League
R H E
At Colorado Springs
4
3
5
Kansas City
4 11
0
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Hess and Messitt;McNee-ey- ,
Jones and Doran.
At Denver
Denver.
oc. Joe

75c Bed Spreads. . .63c
$1.00 Bed Spreads.. 89c
$1.25 Bed Spreads.. 93c
$1.50 Bed Spreads. $1.10
$2.00 Bed Spreads. $1.63
$2.50 Bed Spreads. $1.99

TURKISH
TOWELS

Towels
Towels
Towels
Towels
Towels
12Vfcc Towels

65

Rale Price,

SOC aach
Good quality Sheets;
81x90;
regular

cents

75

8ale Price,

each;

62jc

size
price

90x90;
90

Sale Price,

42c
29c
21c

17'ac
1214c
11c

Sheets;
regular
cents each;

grade

Best

Bleached and
Unbleached
50c
35c
25c
20c
15c

Sheets;
regular
cents each;

Good quality
72x90;

site
price

sice
price

$1.10 yd
50c Unbleached
39c yd

Towels, etc

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.

Linen

SALE PRICE

Pieces

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO. CHICAGO.

Bleached

SHEETS

AND CASES

SPREADS

79c yd

Tray
Cloths
Center

Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. S. Gov't Chemists

Bleached Linen
53c yd.

cent Bleached Linen

Nicely hemstitched

Awardod

'

Bleached Linen

Q2c
grade ;
regular
cents each;

Cases,

size

best

42x36;

price 15
Sale Price,

12jc
grade;
regular
cents; Sale

Cases,

best

45x36;
SALE PRICES ON sice,
price 17

Tickings

Price,

15C

Sheetings
Muslins

Cases,

Size,

etc., etc.

Pull and complete
atock of ataplea

price
Price,

best

45x36;
20

1

cents;

grae;

regular
Sale

7G aach

300 - 302 - 304 - 306 - 308 - 310 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

Batteries: Eylor and Schlel; Howey,
Chinn, Glade and McConnell.

Summer Excursion Rates

At Omaha
R H E
1
1
3
Omaha
0
6 12
Milwaukee
Mr. Joseph Pominvllle, of Stillwater,
Batteries: Schaffstall and Thomas;
Minn., after having spent over $2,000 VicPherson and Lucia.
with the best doctors for stomach trouble, without relief, was advised by his
At Des Moines
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a Peoria
1
4
5
box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Des Moines
9
1
3
Liver Tablets. He did so, and is a well
Batteries: Hart and Wilson; Barry
..Dates of Sale Every Tuesday,
man today. It troubled with indiges- and Fohl.
$55.00
'San Francisco and return
tion, bad taste in hte mouth, lack of
Thursday
and Saturday during month
35.00
Los Angeles or Redondo
National League.
appetite or constipation, give tnese
of May, June, July, August and SepR H E
At New York
Tablets on trial, and you are certain to
Santa Monica, Long Beach or
tember.
Limits November SO, ItOS.
5
8
2
be more than pleased with the result. Cincinnati
35.00
Pedro
San
East
8topovers
within
limit of ticket south
2 12
2
For sale at 25 cents per box at all New York
and west of Barstow.
Batteries: Suthoff and Bergen; Mc- San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00
druggists.
Glnnlty and Warner.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
At Boston
R H E
Track Laying Is Being Rapidly Pushed Boston
1
10
9
Both North and South.
St. Louis
0 6 1
office
For
Tracklaying on the Santa Fe Central
information call
Batteries: Malarky, Moran and Kit- railway from Kennedy station south Is tredge; Hackett and Weaver.
going on well. A foreman and fifty
men are doing the work at that place,
At Philadelphia
R H E
f
13 18
5
mile of track per day is Pittsburg
and
being laid. There are about 2,500 tons Philadelphia
2
9
7
of steel rails at Kennedy now, and
Batteries: Lever and Smith; McSubscribe for The Cltisen.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
these will be put down on the track laughlin, Dooin and Ziramer.
WF.NA.0 WOMEN.
H;, tl for iintmn
extending south until the track now
I
to la t ..tVl ttiMr
being put down by a tracklaying ma
R H E
At Brooklyn
('Mi" 3 of
irntatiuus or ulteiavtiot
W
mucoUN tMmhrstn
IN
chine and a force of 100 men coming Brooklyn
9
4
2
C'Mtlaftaa
"J m EsCh(mtl
Hinla, and nut utrin- TIME TABLE
Co.
north to meet It makes a junction. Chicago
NEWSPAPERS
dnt nr H)inut.
7 11 j f?Sy
Wold by IHova
MAGAZINES
Within the next three weeks, counting
Hill
Batteries: Garvin, Evans, Ahearn;
or mdI in pit wrtpfmr,
TRADE PAPERS
hr exprenN, prepaid, (or
the steel rails at Santa Fe, there will Taylor and Kling.
In KltnofNovmn'mr
i.oo. orliMttt 92.1 h.
wnire ro.
to
he 2,500 tons of rails in that city. As
Circular lent on request.
- NEWHALL CO.
CURTIS
soon as the trackmen now working be
American League.
I
toe ANOCLIS, OAtirOHHI
tween Torrance and Kennedy meet
At St. Louis
R II E
ARRIVE FROM TOE NORTH.
and the track Is finished, the tracklay- St. Louis
2
7 0
1,
No.
California Express.... 7:15p.m.
For Piles, Burns. Sore.
ing machine will be brought to Santa Philadelphia
No. 7, ilex.
2 11
2
Cel. Express. .10:06 p.m.
3,
No.
Fe and the 2.500 tons of steel will be
California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
Wad-dell
Batteries: Sievers and Kahoe;
Dealer la
used in the construction of track be
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
and Shreck.
Railroad Time Tables No. 3, Atlantic
Express
tween the capital and Kennedy. The
8:80 a.m. General rierchandise
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13:09 p.m.
tracklaying gang from the south ex
At Cleveland
R H E
No. 8, Chicago Express
Liquors
7:30 p.m.
pects to reach Willard station, twelve Cleveland
7
3
5
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Denver &. Rio Grande System
miles north of Progreso and thirty-si9
2
3
New York
Mo. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10.m. Proprietor
of the Summer
miles northwest of Torrance sometime
Batteries: Wright and Bemis:
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
SANTA FE BRANCH.
All Kinds of Country Produce
today.
No. 37, Mexico Express
11:00 pm
and O'Connor.
Time Table No. 71.
and Sold.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
Alvarado Trio.
8:06 a.m. Goods Delivered Free to all Parts ea
R II E (Effective Wednesday, April 1. 1903.) No. 3. Atlantic Express
Chicago
At
Professor Dl Mauro will favor habi
the City.
No. 4, Chicago Limited .....11:69 p.m.
2
7 13
tues of the Alvarado with some selec Chicago
No. 8, Chicago Express
p.m.
Bound
West
Bound
East
6:46
6
4
2
Corner of Third ana TIJeraa
No. 425
No. 426
tions from Verdi's opera "Rlgoletto" Washington
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Batteries: Dunkle and Sullivan; 8:00 amLv... Santa Fe..-A- r
New Mi
tomorrow evening, between 6 and 8
6:20 pm No. 1, California Express.... 8:11 p.m. Albuquerque
Drill.
8, California Limited.... 11: 09 a.m.
o'clock. The program In detail, Is as Townsend, Lee and
Espanola.
11:00 am
3:00 pm No.
No. 7, Mex. as Cel. Express. .10:46 p.m.
follows:
pm
. . Embudo . . .
1:06 pm
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
R H E 1:05 pm
At Detroit
Thomas
Overture Mlgnon
10:05 am ind No. 8 from the west.
Tres
3:40
Pledras.
8 15
2
Weiss Xtroit
Military March
pm
..
am
...
6:35
Antonito
7:35
The No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
6 10
2
811 South First
Gustln Boston
Waltz Janice Meredith
(:10 am nd they arrive dally.
.. Alamosa . . .
8:50 pml
Kitson
FRANK VAJO, Prvprlotsr.
Batteries:
and
Buelow;
Melody in F
Rubensteln
.
. .. Pueblo .
am
1:87 am
3:06
freight
going
No.
99,
south,
Local
Clark Hughes and Smith.
Intermezzo Idle Fancies
7:15 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 9:80 pm arries passengers.
The oeet oi liquors served to
Mazzacapo
F. h. MTERS. Agent
Waltz Sympathy
rons of the bar.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
American Association.
Yradler
La Paloma
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Connections with the mala line and
At Milwaukee
Violin solo "Rigoletto"
Verdi
Nice large rooms, everything anus
3 branches as follows:
City
Kansas
Barnard
Waltz Nourbalma
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
At Antonito for Durango, Sllvertoa
1
Milwaukee
Two-SteHunky Dory
Holzman
HOTEL CLAIRE...
and all points In the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
At St Paul
Funeral of Mrs. Corinna Florence IsSANTA FE, N. M
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
16 and Denver, also with narrow gauge
St. Paul
rael.
W. Railroad Avenue.
2
Minneapolis
FlorThe funeral of Mrs. Corinna
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
Creede and all points in the Ban Luis
ence Israel, wife of Melvln M. Israel,
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
The finest line of Liquor and Cigar.
valley. At Salida with main Use
At
who died Thursday morning of scarlet
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
All patrons and friends cordially tattl3 (standard gauge) for all points east
fever after a short Illness, was held Louisville
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
ed to visit "The lee berg." Laaea Is.
5 and west including Leadville and naryesterday afternoon In the parlors of Columbus
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
served every day.
row gauge points between Salida and
A. Borders on West Gold avenue.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Grand Junction.
STEVE BALLING,
At Indianapolis
Rabl Kaplan officiated. There was a
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
At Florence and Canon City for the
Proprictostv
2 gold camps of Cripple Creek and Viclarge number of friends present to Indianapolis
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
3 tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
show respect to the departed, who was Toledo
PLAN- held In high esteem by all who knew
Denver with all Missouri river lines
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Quick Arrest.
MELINI & EAKIN
for all points east
her. The floral tributes were many
A. Gulledge of Verbena, Ala., was
J.
proprietor
and Owner.
address
the
Information
For
further
and beautiful, the casket being literally
LIQUORS e CMAJtS)
WHOLESALE
buried under fragrant flowers. The twice in the hospital from a severe undersigned.
twenty-fou- r
Santa
passengers
Through
Fe
causing
from
case
piles
tu
of
burial was In B'nal B'rith cemetery.
We aandle everything m wear Uat
mors. After doctors and all remedies In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA.
Distillers Agents
apmosa
can
on
berths
bare
reserved
Contractor W. W. Strong left last ev- failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly
FIRE INSURANCE
Special distributors Taylor ft
plication
ening for Denver, where he goes on arrested further inflammation
and
B. W. ROBBINS. Gn. Agt.,
Louisville, Kentucky.
business, connected with his brother's cured him. It conquers aches and
secretary Mutual Building Association
N. M.
Fe,
Santa
estate.
kills pain. 25c at all druggists.
3. K. HOOPER.
P. A.. Denvw, Colo. Office at J. C Baldrtdge'a Lumber Yard 111 S. Ft ret St, Albuquerque, N.

TO THE PACIFIC COAST

further

F. L.Myers,

one-hal-

at ticket

Santa Fe Ticket Agent, Albuquerque,

f
ir
rrt

N. M.

ADVERTISE

DeWltt's SM Salve

Q.

Badaracco

ana

Tan-nehi-
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The ICEBERG
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OtK404K44ee
E. WALKER
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SURE TO FIT
The privilege of choice from a lot of stylet Is equal to an
extra ten pr cert of value. All atorea agree on this.
Do you realize

that the "Queen Quality" shoe

ORIGINATES NEARLY ALL THE STYLES
of shoes worn by women?

"Queen Quality" la made In every possible style from original
deeigne. In each atyle there is every size and shape for every
kind of foot. We carry all thla stock. It is practically
to produce a need for which there is not a "Queen
Quality" shoe already designed and In our store today. And

THEY ARE ORIGINAL DESIGNS
found on no other ahoe unless they are copied. It is equally
Impossible to produce a normal foot which we cannot accurately fit in this shce.
This is not true of other makes of
women's shoes. With any other shoe you may or may not be
fitted; but with "Queen Quality" you have nearly twice as
many styles and far greater differentiation in size and shape.
If you want a "glove" fit in shoes you can get it only
In "Queen Quality," remember that.

If
11

BOOTS, $3.00.

OXFORDS,

$2.50.

Special Styles 5c extra.
Do not wear brassy.
Fast color eyelets.

I
1
1

I
I Golden Rule Dry Coeds Company I

UK ALHUQl

KMn

t

DAlLV CITIZEN

produced Instant death, and pooslbly
would not have produced death at all,
simply tossing through the Ixiny part
of the face. The other one, however,
would have produced Instant death."
He thought that all the shots were
flred by the man, and said: "I believe
that first he shot the woman behind
the ear, then turned the pistol on himself. Then when his wound did not
produce death he rushed out to tell .Mr.
Borcherding thai Blie had done the
shooting, possibly hoping that he
would live. He then returned to the
room and finished his deadly work
with her to do away with suspicion
;sting upon hint, and Just about that
lime his own wound was bleeding profusely, the blood streaming from his
mouth and nr.se and it was probably
paining him severely, when, he decided
to kill himself, too, firing the fatal shot
in his temple. The fifth shot which
took no effect, lodging In the door, I
think, was fired while he was dying. I
believe that the man intended at first
Killing both the woman and himself,
but as I have stated, I think after his
wound did not prove fatal at first, he
tiiought If possible he woul save his
u e."
nother theory is that the woman
irst shot Peterson In the face and then
shot herself In the head; that Peterson
rushed out and on returning thought
'e might as well end It all. shot the
woman in the head to make death certain, then shot wild, finally putting a
bullet In bis own brain.
Peterson's Body Goes Home.
This afternoon Nagley & Carr received a telegram from P. N Peterson
of Amherst, Wis., father of George
Peterson, in which Instructions were
received to prepare and ship the body
there for Interment.
The Husband Coming.
Upon a stand in the room were
found some letters written by Mr.
Fairchild to his wife, telling her
what his route would be for the next
week. He was intending to run Into
El Paso the early part of next week.
Who She la.
The El Paso News, in its article
ding the horrible double tragedy,
says:
The dead woman was a handsome
blonde, hardly more than 25 years of
age. She is said to be the daughter
of Captain Tyler, formerly a merchant
and policeman of Albuquerque. She
is well known there, where she was
Media Tyler. About one year ago she
was married to O. M. Fairchild, a
drummer of the Corticelli Silk company. Mr. Fairchild was a widower
and well known here. He was formerly In partnership with J. R. Kingery,
of Calisher's store, of this city.
Two months ago Mrs. Fairchild
came here from San Bernardino, Cal.,
with her mother and brother. She
was said to he in bad health, and they
rented a small house In the city.
Shortly after that Mrs. Tyler left and
Mrs. Fairchild secured rooms at the
rooming house.
Mrs. Fairchild
is
said to have once clerked in the Economist store in Albuquerque. The people of the rooming house say they
had no idea that her relations were
anything but proper, if they were improper.
Shortly after she secured rooms
there George M. Peterson secured
lodging there.
He registered from
Milwaukee, Wis., claimed to have been
a broker and appeared to be a man
of some means.
The pair were
in each other's company often and
said that they were old friends.
The woman is said to have had
something like $1,000 worth of diamonds in rings and pins, which her
husband had given her.
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CELERY COMPOUND I

VJARE

Saved the Life of Mrs. Thos. Wileman,
Bardsdale, Cal.

For Summer Drinks

The Life Giving Compound That Wives and
Mothers Most Need In May.
Palne's Celery Compound
does a
wondrous work for sick and half dead
women In May.
The conditions of
winter have been deterlmental to the
health of women and girls everywhere,
they have declined In nervous vigor,
the blood Is reeking with impurities,
the excretory organs do not perform
their work, and the digestive machin
ery is sadly out of gear. The human
machine must be cleansed, repaired,
In May.
and strengthened
Palne's
Celery Compound does the work sur
prisingly fast, and gives a guarantee
of permanent health and long life. It
ia the one spring medicine that truly
nourishes, regulates, and invigorates
the entire nervous system, from the
brain to the minutest nerve filament.
It gives a full, rich supply of energizing blood, It clears the muddy, un

healthy skin, it gives an increase in
weight, and more refreshing
sleep.
Whatever be your condition, unhappy
sufferer, we give you a blessed assurance of a new and lasting health
through the use of Palne's Celery
Compound. Mrs. Thos. Wileman Bardsdale, Calif., writes for ailing and broken down women as follows:
"I began using Palne's Celery Compound about six years ago. I had severe attacks of sick headache, with sick
stomach and vomiting. My friends
thought I could not live long, but
l'aine's Celery Compound cured me.
I am now aide to do all my own house-hold duties for a famly of nine, and
I can recommend
Palne's Celery Com- pound' to any one suffering as I did
with sick and nervous heahaches."

We carry a complete stock of
Lemonade, Soda Water and all
Wine or Sherbert glasses. Also a
large stock of Bar Ware which
we are offering at lowest prices.

SUMMER
FURNITURE

j
j

1

such as Canvas Chairs, Swings,
Porch Setters and Chairs, Steamer Chairs Etc. always in stock.

j

Straw hats: all the new shapes, 50c
$. E. L. Washburn.

Hall A Learnard.
There ia such a thing as a piano bar.
gain. We have decided to sell all our
YOU PEOPLE WHO EAT.
used and traded in pianos at figures
Attention! If your appetite is on a that justify us In advertising piano
call on D. Weiller & Co., the bargains. Call and investigate.
Gold avenue grocers. They can fix
We are the official repairers of the
your's up. Everything to eat, always
National Cash Register company. Alfresh; call and give us a trial,
buquerque Cycle and Arms company.
o
Zelger's Cafe, on the corner, is noted
for those fine lunches on a Saturday
night.
O. A. MATSON, Manager.
o
It's your own fault If you miss an
enjoyable free lunch ot the White ElSpark-...lin- g
ephant tonight

to

O.

Strong
and Sons.
Wm

COLOMBO HALL

morgue at Nigley & Carr's, where
they have been viewed by many
KELLY
CO.
friends of the dead woman today. A
great many people, friends of Mrs.
Particulars of the El Paso Crime, Failchild. seemed to know consider(Incorporated)
Screenworit done by the Phoenix
able about her private life, but knew
any
existrelations
tender
nothing
avenue.
of
planing mill, Gold
When Media Tyler Was Killed.
Entitled
ing between the young man and herFresn Cut Flowers.
self.
IVES, THE FLORIST
SAO END OF ILLICIT LOVE.
Woman Followed From Denver.
o
upon
Administrator's Sale.
Mrs. Fairchild,
her and her
Wool, Hides,
I5y order of the district couit I will
husband breaking up housekeeping,
El Paso Herald, May 15.
sell the following real estate at private
went to room at the Ramona hotel on
A myeteriaus crime was committed
We handle
sale, towit:
the lGth of April. Shortly before reK. C. Baking Powder,
in this city this morning, in the Ra- moving to the Ramona, Mrs. Fair-chilNVi of NE, sec. 22, T. 4 S., R. 6
Navajo Blankets,
j
W., Socorro county.
mon rooming houBe on North Stanton
had made a visit to Denver,
j!
THE BEST LOCAL TALENT ; I I
Curtice Canned Goods,
Lots 3, 4 and 5, block A, of the A. &
street, which resulted in the death where she met Mr. Peterson. He folColorado Lard anl Meats.
P. addition to Albuquerque.
of Mrs. O. M. Fairchild and Geo. P. lowed her to El Paso, reaching here
of lot 10, block 2, Spectacular Effects, Beautiful Tableaux
Undivided one-hal- f
Peterson, the former a beautiful wo- on the 21st of April, and began roomCalcum Lights, The Prettiest Girls,
of Baca addition to Albuquerque.
man about thirty years of age, and ing at the Ramona. It was noticed
Houses at
The Sweetest Voices
32,
1,
2,
31,
f
lots
Undivided
the wife of O. M. Fairchild, who that a friendly relation existed beALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
an
to
Make
Occasion
Goes
all
And
That
block 27, town of Algodones.
travels for the Corticelli silk concern tween the two, but Mr. Borcherding
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
of Surpassing Interest.
All persons desiring to purchase
in St. Louis, the latter a handsome said he never had a more seemingly
ETA, N. M.
underbids
to
age,
years
the
should submit their
the perfect lady about his house than Mrs.
young man twenty
of
signed at once. Terms cash.
on of P. N. Peterson, a wealthy pro- Fairchild.
The theory which has
'
GEO. W JOHNSTON,
gained way today among friends of the
duce merchant of Amherst, Wis.
TICKETS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
Administrator T. A. Finical.
roomed on the dead woman that Peterson and she
Mrs. Fairchild
third floor of the building while the at Denver became fast friends seems
man roomed on the second floor, and It to be a logical one in view of the
was in her room that the shooting oc- young man's following the woman to
. El Paso.
curred.
FREE MUSEUM
'
We are selling a lot of Toilet Soap at the
Mr. Borafeacdina'. Statement.
The mother of the dead woman ia at
ABE GOLD, Proprietor
ESTABLISHED 1859 .
Arthur Borcherding, proprietor of present at San Bernardino.
unheard-o- f
price of 2 cakefl for a nickle.
It is stated by all who knew them
the house, speaking to a Herald reSan Francisco Street,
is
to last long our profit on the
not
going
It
porter of the crime said:
that Mr. and Mrs. Fairchild were
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
"There has been nothing to in- very affectionate one to the other, and
in a larger acquaintance.
transaction
consists
N. M.
dicate any relations between the two that no domestic trouble could have
In
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
further than that they were clone prompted the act.
Ion
INDIAN AND
friends and I thought they were reSpent Evening in Parlor,
spectable people.
The actions ot
MEXICAN CURIOS
Last night the dead couple, in comthese people have been proper as fat pany with several other guests of the
largest and best stock of
The
Prescription Druggist
as anybody in the house could see.
Romona, spent the evening very pleasIndian Baskets, Blankets, Pot" I believe that Peterson did the antly In the parlor, and Mr. Peterson
tery, Etc., In the country.
117 W. Railroad Avenue.
killing. He sleeps on the floor below was in excellent spirits. A few days
Mexican Drawn Work a Spec1
ago he drew a draft on his father for
the one on which she rooms and
ialty.
Bleep on the floor on which, her room $125 which was honored and last night
Don't fail to call and see us
to
came
is located. When Peterson
in the parlor, when some one accused
In the city.
when
my room I had not been aroused by him of being broke he said: "I am
i..;-..u!;;-il-i'"' ni
lilii-- i irrlTW-Native and Chicago Lumber.
the shooting and he awoke me by never broke," at the same Instant
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
knocking on the door. I jumped up drawing a $20 bill from his pocket. He
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
DO YOU EAT?
and when I opened the door he was drew frequently upon his father for
LongestlSash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lima,
Bestl
Wears
Morel
Looks
If
so call on D. Weiller & Co. Their
standing in front of it, blood dripping money, and did not pretend to want
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical Full Measurel
from his face and an awful sight. He to work. No other motive Is ascribed groceries are always fresh. Gold aveAvenue, Albuquerque.
Lead
First
and
Street
nue,
between
and
Second
streets.
First
him
aaid that Mrs. Fairchild had shot
for his coming to El Paso except to
o
and that he was dying.
be with the dead woman.
The Fourth of July season is now
I told him to return- to his room or
WholesaleWDealers In
getting pretty close, and dealers and
Father is Prominent,
go to the bath room and then I rushed
IN
DAILY
A Herald reporter was shown sev those contemplating buying fireworks
to Mrs. Falrchlld'g room. He went eral letters written by the boy's
no
father
should
lose
placing
in
time
their
ahead of me and when I looked in she to him, asking
him to return home order. The destruction of factories manwas lying on the floor as if dead, a to accept a position
with the Interna ufacturing specialties will leave many
was
wound in her bead, and he
sitting tional Harvester company
at a good wholesalers entirely without the most
on her bed, blood flowing from his salary.
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
The letters urged the son to salable lines. The Los Angeles Fire
wounds. He again asked me to do
company
down.
From
works
settle
of
the
has,
the
however, secured
trend
something for him and then I rushed
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
one would judge that the son a full line and can make an immedl-- j
back to get into my trousers and came letters
promised to go home soon. The ate shipment of every item on the cat- had
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
to the room a second time.
has served several terms in the alogue, which will be mailed on ap
"This time I asked blm how it hap- father
company
plication.
Both the
and their
pened and he murmered something state legislature of Wisconsin and is agents
will adhere to the prices quotbusiness man of Amherst.
that I could not understaond, but a a prominent
He had enclosed to the son a aopy ed throughout the season. The quali
man across the hall says that he said:
ty
goods and methods of do
Carri. tb. Largtat
'How do you know she did not shoot of a letter received from the Inter ingof their
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
Flour, Grain
is too well known in this
business
and fleet Eztca.lv.
company,
national
Harvester
offering
me?'
Block (
young man a position at a salary section to need any comment.
and Provision!.
"As we turned away for help I heard the $U5
O roceries
Staple
of
a
begin
to
month
with.
It is
three more shots and rushing back said
Car lot. a pocl.ltjr.
found .outbw.it.
ot
pianos
car
loads
sold
four
Two
in
young
that the
man was spending
we saw Peterson in the last throes of
an average of $21)0 a month, and while months by Hall & Learnard, the largAlbuquerque, N. Mex.
t
1098outh First Street
death, a pistol by his hand and the
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
est southwestern house.
the
had
not
complained,
father
he
in
body of the woman still In the same
on the boy's returning home and
sisted
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
position that we first discovered it, fitting
himself for a business career.
One of the shots had entered the floor,
Peterson
8
Just placed an order
there were two wounds In Peterson's for a suit of had
clothes with Brunner, the
head and two in the woman's. As one tailor,
and they are ready to be tried
of the boarders heard the first shots on today
and says there were only two of them,
The two bodies present a sad sight
and as the woman and Peterson were In the morgue today.
The woman's
both shot, showing that one bullet
wears
a
face
look
fright,
of
while me
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
went for each, it Is certain that of young
man's is natural.
the last three shots flred one of them
Car Load Just Received
ee our nice new stock of Road
Location of the Wounds.
was for him and one for her, while
afAnderson,
Dr.
speaking
in
Wagons for
of
the
the other went into the floor.
"I am satisfied that he fired .the last fair, said: "I was called to the Ramoshots without a doubt, for I believe na house immediately after the shootshe was. dead when we first entered ing, and when I entered the room the
the room and I am equally satisfied woman was dying. The man was lying
on the floor dead. I took careful note
Buggies $58 OO, all fully
that Peterson flred all the shot
guaranteed.
think he went to her room and that and found that two shots had entered
Ice Picks and Ice Shredders Etc. l'ull Line of Gasoa difficulty followed and he shot her the woman's head, one entering back
"Peterson asked rue about a week of the left ear, and doubtless ranging
Largest stock of Vehicles eer brought
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
ago for the loan of a revolver and 1 upward, the other on the top of the
to the Vest Special Low
head a little to the left side. Either
told him I had none. I offered him
Prices Now.
target rifle and asked him what he shot would have proved instantly faSY
WT-IIT3M'Jwanted to do and he said he wanted tal.
"I examined the dead man's wounds
to go out in the mountain early in the
WHOLESALE HAKDWAMi.
morning and that a target rifle would and found that two bullets had uene-Albuquerque, New Mexico
113-115-1I
li
Soul
Street
region
right
temple.
of
the
trated the
not do.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Corner First St. and Copper Ave.
The bodies were removed to the ' one of which, I think, would not have
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GEO. B. WILLIAHS,
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WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
AND BAR SUPPLIES . . .

ADVERTISE
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L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
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Alaska Refrigerators PLEASURE FOR
"The World's Best9'
WHITE MOUNTAIN

ice Cream Freezers
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ALL....

$45.00

J. KORBER & CO.
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FIFTYCENTS
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Howell Secures Appointment.

MAY 1(

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

H. H. Howell Is the name of the
lucky Roswell youth who succeeded

A MONTH
HONEY TO LOAN
appointment to the On rurnlture, Pianos, urgana, Horses,
A small bottle of Scott's Iu getting the naval
academy at An- Wag-mfnlted States
and other Chattels, Uio on
Kmulsion costing fifty cents napolis.
He v. on. otft over Frank Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
will last a baby a month a Springer of this city by a small mar- to twelve months time Is given.
few drops in its bottle each gin. Young Howell will now have to Wl.jout delay and strictly private.
a final oxamlnation at Annapolis Goods remain In your possession. GET
time it is fed. That's a small take
next month. If he passes he will soon OUR RATES before borrowing.
outlay for so large a return of enter upon his studies to prepare him
PRIVATE OFFICES,
to be an officer In Uncle Sam's navy.
OPEN EVENINGS.
health and comfort
Frank Springer Is the alternate, and
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Babies that are given may
yet land the coveted position of
Rooms 8 and 4 Orant Bulging,
Scott's Emulsion quickly re- Howell fails in his examination. The
805 West Railroad Avenue.
spond to its helpful action. examination board In this city was
Browns vs. Tigers at the fair ground"
It seems to contain just the composed of Dr. W. O. Tight. Attorney tomorrow
A
M. E. Hlckey, while Colonel Wilson
afternoon at 2:45
of
elements
nourishment a of the Rosweil Military academy was side bet of $50 will make theo'clock.
game a
Delegate Rodey lively contest.
baby needs most.
the other member.
for the appointo
applications
many
had
Ordinary food frequently
For
work on guns, typebut deemed It fair that a comlacks this nourishment;Scott's ment,
petitive examination should be held, writers and novelty work call on Albuquerque Cycle and Arms company.
Emulsion always supplies it giving rich and poor a fair chance.

JUST RIGHT

Albert Faber.,

a

The Groceries you buy here are just
The beet quality at a fair price.

Our

right

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. IYIAL0Y,

214 W. Railroad Ave

first-clas- s

X

COPYRICnT.

West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenue

B.
MALTHOID - ROOFING
&

NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put, Up In Poll Complete With Fixture lor Laying.
Guaranteed Write tor Booklet an Sample

v

Dura-blllt-

BALDRlDGE., Albuquerque,
QaX0"aOa

00000

New Mexico

Q-a0'a- a

245 and 300
The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

fiflaynard,

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market
AUkorn(,9hrcsn

iim

ana salt

mm

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EMIL KLEIN WORT,
N. THIRD 8TR"h

MASONIC BUILDING.

OOC8XOO00OOOOOOCH30aC820Q

AMERICAN
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saw.
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LICIIT.

Retain!
baverest

,

I

.

Jlcruia
'viih Coulorl.

JLi,

L

Mutual

COOL.
Easy to Weir.
No prcosui e on
V Hip or Hark
I Nounder&traph
J Kevctci.'.'i.,.

Telephone

!

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. 11.

No. 203

uST.

ELMO

SAKPLE AND CLUB BOOM.

Finest
Whiskies,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Brandies,

Wines, etc.

X

120 W.

and sermon.
Highland Methodist church. South
Arno street. M. Hodgson, pastor Sunday school at 10 a. m.; Epworth League at 7 p. m.; preaching at 11 a. m.
Iy one of the visiting Preshyterlan
At night we are to attend the
union services at the Perkins" hall.
A cordial welcome (or all. Strangers
especially invited.
If you have no
church home In the city, we bid you
welcome among us.
Mount Olive Baptist Church Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.; preaching at
11a. m., subject, "Jesus Weeping Over
Jerusalem;" evening preaching at 8,
subject, "Restoration of the Joy of Salvation. Welcome all. Masonic building.
118H North Third street.
Services
conducted by Rev. A. E. Reynolds.
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church, corner Lead avenue and South
Third fetreet. Rev. Frederick V. Fisher,
pastor 11 a. m. regular preaching service, sermon by one of the visiting
Presbyterian ministers from the east.
At 8 p. m., this church will unite with
the city churches In the Presbyterian
mass meeting at Library hall. No service In the church building. Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m.; Epworth League
at 6:30 p. m.
Presbyterian church, Silver avenue
and Fifth street, T. C. Beattie, pastor.
Services will be held as follows: Sunday school at 10 a. in. at the church;
Junior society at 4:30 p. m. at the
church; Y. P. S. C. E. at the church at
6:45 p. m. The society will lie addressed by Miss Long, of New York, and
others on the Home Mission special
bound for the general assembly. At 11
o'clock the church service will be held
at Library hall, corner Railroad avenue and Edith street. Dr. Patterson of
Orange, N. J., one of the commissioners to the general assembly, will
preach. In the evening a union service will be held at Library hall, which
will be addressed by several of the del- egtP8 on subjects of peculiar interest.
All are cordially Invited.
Baptist church, Broadway and Lead
aveuue, one block north of viaduct,
Herman J. Powell, pastor, 313 South
Arno, bell 'phone A47 A delegate to
the Presbyterian general assembly will
preach In the morning, and In the evening we will unite In the mass meeting in Library hall. Bible school at
9:50; Young People's union at 7:00.
Congregational church, east end of
viaduct, v. J. Marsh, pastor Sunday
school at 10 a. m. At 11 a. m. one of
the visiting Presbyterian ministers
will preach. Mr. Walker will sing a
solo.
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St. John's Episcopal Church 7 a.
m., holy communion; 10 a. m., Sunday
school; 11 a. m., morning prayer and
sermon; 7:30 p. m., evening prayer

Cor. Second

Cm

W

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Futrelle Furniture Co.

J.

S X X
WHERE TO WORSHIP.

X

expect to continue doing so. Our stock
of furniture Is more extensive than
ever, and we're selling It at marked
down prices. Handsome and serviceable parlor suits, $15.00. Durable and
elegant lounges, couches, easy chairs
at half real value. Astonishing bargains. Cash or time. We want your
trade. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P.

It is the lunch we serve that draws
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
land office at Santa Fe, came in from the large crowds at the White EleLos Lunas yesterday, and will remain phant every Saturday night.
o
at home until tomorrow evening, when
Union made working pants only
he will return to his official duties.
His wife has been quite ill will pneu $1.50. E. L. Washburn.
monia, but he reports her much
Tickets are now on sale for "The
better today and says she will be up Dress Rehearsal," the best thing out.
and around in a short time if no relapse.
Wood turning at the Phoenix Plan-

We'll tend you a .ample free upon request.
SCOTT ft BOWN E, oo Pearl Street, New York.

COMFORTS OF HOME

that make a happy couple. We have
contributed in no small degree to the
comfort of many a household. And

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Y. P. S. C. E.

at

ing niill.N

DEALERS IN

six-roo-

evenlug services, as this congregation
will join the union service at the Library building. All cordially invited.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:45 the Old
Town Tigers will play against the
Drowns, and the game will no doubt
prove the best so far this season.
The
Recenc experiments, by practical
tests and examination with the aid of
the
establish it as a fact that
catarrh of the stomach is not a dis
ease of itself, but that It results from
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How
can I cure my IndlgesUon?" Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure is curing thousands
It will cure you of Indigestion and
dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh
of the stomach. Kodol digests what
yon eat makes the stomach sweet.
Sold by B. H. Briggs & Co., S. Vann

luelf.
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LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
L35SF"2
Old 'Phone 247.

3uy a Kills Slot Machine

m"Varieties

North Third Street,

Fres.

Chicago

M4 tMdli, IwbtaH to

H.rW.

I

SPRING MEDICINE
THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND

Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and

d-anit-

Ware

All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order
STREET

(,!

Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

J

old

LOANS.
In sums to suit.
Address, postofflce box 383, Albuquerque, N, M.
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PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
z

mureiwa and should

MARVEL

H O'RIELLY & CO a,
'RMONh'.ia

YOU SEE THE FINEST CAR.
PET DISPLAY EVER

MADE

IN ALBUQUERQUE AND AL.

rv
co-vo-

ht

SO THE BEST CARPET

i

i

'

UES

EVER

VAL- -

OFFERED

We are showing the latest patterns direct from the
leading carpet manufacturers -- all new and
goods for
people. We want you to
our goods and prices in Linoleum, Oil Cloth, examine
Matting
and rugs. We offer some special good values and can
save you money.
up-to-da-

te

te

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor

J

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

f

HNbT

WHISKIES. IVPORTED A DOMESTIC WINrtS
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported a id Oomeatlo Cigar

r

COGNAC.

- CROCKERY

FURNITURE

DUPLEX
and

SANITARY

MATTRESSES
CAMPING OUTFITS
'

hp

.uisii?"

a

NEW AND SECOND HAND
"7 q'id

Borradaile & Co.,

Avenue

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX!' O.
U

S

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits..
$200,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

.

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
II. F. Raynolds,
AH. McMillan.
i9meeemmmeememmmmmmmmmemeemmBmmomtffmtfa

YOUR SPRING
Soft Bosom

SHIRTS

...OOc and St.OO

Monarch
$1 .23 and SI .80
Manhattan
St. 73 and S2.23
S3.SO
Earl A Wilson, all pure linen

UNDERWEAR
rine Balbrlggan... St.OO to S2.BO suit

MONEY TO LOAN

SEE

.

5

CARPETS

Fancy Balbrlggan.. .S3.00 to S4.SO suit
Scrlven Elastic Seam Silk .... SS. OO suit

111.

SHEET AND METAL WORKS

15 SECOND

CntMlojjTU49

FOR THE BLOOD

ALBUQUERQUE
T. O. An.ES,

$5.00 to $300

NOVELTY CO.,

Lwiwl Utn.

AGENT8.
these days, says the base ball game to- Ml ENTS$30"to" $50"' weekly easily
morrow afternoon at the fair grounds
made; we trove this; luminous
will be a lively one from beginning to
name plates, numbers, signs; readend, and there will be a side bet of $50.
able (larked nights; samples free.
25
cents.
Admission
Right Supply Company, Englewood,

rUuUftantia now iu uau.

Nw

MILLS

o
Billy Berry, who is promoting sports

asass"

Quickly pars for

When You Look at Our

-

& Son.

...TOTI & GKADI...

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

up-to-da-

If you enjoy a lunch Saturday night
o
Tonight at Zeiger's Cafe you will be
before going home, you will be served
delighted with the One rnd wholeat the White Elephant.
o
some lunch served.
Are you acquainted with the fine
lunch served at the Club? If not, It Is
CLASSIFIED ADS.
very easy to get acquainted.
o
All clasalQea advertisements
Not
You have all heard of the Club, or rather "liners," one cent
a word for
where the best lunch Is served. If not each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
come around tonight.
In order to Insure proper classification
Take a ride to the fair grounds to ill "liners" should be left at this of
morrow afternoon and witness game dee not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
of base ball between the Tigers and
LOST.
Browns.
LOST In Sturges' toilet closet, forty- The pleasures of a Saturday evening
five calibre Colt's revolver; finder
are incomplete without lunching at
will please return to this office and
Zeiger's Cafe.
receive $2.50 reward.
o
Base ball. Where at? Fair grounds. LOST Dark brown mare; both hind
feet white. Return to B. S. Rodey
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:45 o'clock.
and receive reward.
Tigers vs. Browns.. Side bet of $50.
Admission 25 cents.
WANTED.
The Saturday night lunch at Zeiger's WANTED Position of trust by a
married man 35 years of age; AmCafe has Just the right degree of appeerican, with stfcsdy habits: can give
tizing quality, which Is so essential.
references. Address A. C L., this
The Clue serves to plei.se and are
office.
pleased to serve those appetizing Sat- WANTED
Local and territorial
urday evening lunches.
agents to represent th
Indiana
State Life. Address L. W. Galles,
If you want to enjoy national sport
Albuquerque, N. M.
attend the ball game at the fair ground
tomorrow afternoon between Tigers WANTED Saleslady; one with experience and understanding Spanish
and Browns.
Game called at 2:45
preferred. The Maze.
p m.
WANTED Woman to do housework;
The Cast for the Musical Play, Encall at 617 West Copper avenue.
titled, "A Dress Rehearsal."
WANT ED Two- good milkers. MatMiss Jones, principal of Grove House
thews Jersey Dairy.
, . . . .Mrs. Gunsul WANTED Highest price paid for
Academy
gents' second hand clothing and
Madmoiselle Epcnard; French govertools. Send addreus and will call. R.
ness
Mrs. Ira B. Bennett
Sweeny, 616 South First street
Amy Flbb8, Cinderella..,
WANTED Young men to prepare for
Miss Ada Campfleld
government positions. Fine openClara Wilkins, Prince Charming....
ings in all departments. Good salar
Miss Jeannette Walton
ies. Rapid promotions. Examlna
Sarah Ann, a pretty girl
tlons soon. Particulars free. Inter
Mrs. E. L. Medler
State Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Sophonisba Splvens, a romantic girl
FOR 8ALE.
Miss Estella Lewinson
Martha Higgins and Clara Jackson FOR SALE A pony. Inquire at St
Vincent academy.
spiteful Bisters
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch ol
Miss Fitchand Miss Clara Gherlng
about fifty acres near Alameda; In
Mrs. Jarvey, teacher of elocution..
alfalfa. Inquire of Mrs. Monahan,
Miss Lelo
Ruby house.
Miss Prudence Pinchbeck, a visitor.
SALE Edison's projecting ken- ..Miss Wllley FOR
etescope, gas making outfit, films,
Rose Jennings, fairy godmother...,
all complete. Address, C. E. V., this
Mrs. Ross Merritt
otfice.
Dorothy Green, dumpy
FOR SALE Furniture of
Miss Lolcta Hunlng
house; also family driving horse and
Members of the horns: Misses
buggy; cheap. Inquire corner FourLouise Harris, Mabel Fitch, Harriet
teenth street and Costello. Dr. Allin.
Kunz,
Susie Dobson, Lillian Sptlz, FOR SALE Nice, cool, shady six
Edith Walker, Ixuise Saint, Isabel
room brick house, one block from
Spencer, Mabel Hunt, Eunice McClel-lan- ,
Railroad avenue; lots of fruit; sta
ble, chicken houses and yards; city
Josephine
Renee Grunsft-ld- ,
water. Price, $1,600; $500 cash, rest
Campfleld, Catherine Strickler, Gladys
8 per cent. Corner Fourteenth street
Mclaughlin, Grace Horradaille, Margie
and Costello avenue.
Hunt, Hazel Ghering. and Mesdames
William Springer, Harry Benjamin and
FOR RENT.
Mabel Strong.
Nicely furnished rooms,
RENT
FOR
Some charming solos will be sung by
board;
also furnished rooms
without
Mrs. Ira B. Bennett, Mrs. Ross Merfor light housekeeping. Inquire 124
ritt, Miss Ada Campfleld and Prof.
South Edith street. Mrs. Zellboefer.
John Douglas Walker.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
Base ball tomorrow afternoon.
112 John street, second bouse from
Highland Hotel.
Mrs. H. L. DunThe
Lunch at the Club tomgnt.
ning.
pleasure Is all yours.
FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept. 1,
o
Old time base ball game at the fair
the Highland Hotel; will rent rooms
grounds tomorrow afternoon. Tigers
at $10.00 per month and up.
vb. Browns. Game called at 2:45 p. m.
FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
light housekeeping; rent reasonaThe White Elephant for a delicious
ble; 622 West Railroad avenue. Infine free lunch tonight. Drop in and
quire In brick part.
lunch with us.

No

7:30 p. m.

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
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Straw Hats from SOc to SS.OO each
Sweet. Orr Pants and Overalls
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The Leading Clothier In New Mexico
BC4i
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MAUD GRIFFINS'
NKW YORK

FASHION LETTER

MAY 16

11)03

The bodice has a bolero of the chiffon
that ends midway between the neck
end the pink girdle, and Is bordered
band of black chiffon.
with a two-IncThe upper sleeves also terminate In
similar folds, and when the wearer's
arms hang at her sides these bolero
bands are on a line with those of the
sleeves.
It would be difficult to Imagine anything more feminine and yet so sweetly simple as this season's modes. The
prettiest effects of the winter fash-Ionhave ben retained and reproduced in thin materials and with ad
ditional touches, the summer girl of
1903 has a warJrobe filled with crea
tions as airy and fairy as the traditional Lillians. MAUDE GRIFFINS.

KJUKJJJ0

Denver & Rio Grande System

h

New York, May 16. Though much
DENVER ft RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN- said and written about the superRIO GRANDE A SANTA FE
iority of Important gowns, a comparative stucly of Paris and New York fashTHE POPULAK LINE TO
ion shows Gotham's creations to no
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville, Glen-woo- d
Indeed one
disadvantage whatever.
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
smart matron whose summer wardCity, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
robe had Just arrived Is really lamenting the fact that her outfit surpasses
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
gowns
lier neighbor's Amerlran-madReaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
only In price and French trade mark.
.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS. . ..
This, of course, speaks well for
American taste and Ingenuity which
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
seems to have reached the climax In
The Tourists' Favorite Route 40 all Mountain Retorts. The only
this season's modest Summer coata adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
line patting through Salt Lake City en route to Pacific Coatt
are by means new, for we have had hoarseness, Alvarado Pharmacy.
Through Sleeping Care between Denver and Alamota, Cripple
them in pongee, canvas, voile, etamlne,
SANTA FE.
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springe, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
taffeta and cloth, but the latest novelCity, Ogden, Portland, 8n Francisco and Lot Angeles.
ty in this direction beggars descrip- From the New Mexican.
DINING
CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS
Sandelightful
grass
coat of
Among the latest arrivals at the
tion. It is a
linen made over to complete the fash- itarium are Mrs. S. Hull and son, Har- A. S. HUGHES, Oen. Traffic Mao.
ionable ensemble than to add to com- ter, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, and Mrs.
J. A. EDbON, Manager,
fort, for It merely a trifle "light as air Hull's aunt, Mrs. McPherson of the
.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
same place. They are In Santa Fe for
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.
ami billowy as sea foam."
with the purpose of deriving health benefits
The design is very loose-fittinan inverted box plait running down the from the climate and will remain for
centre of the back. Over the should- an indefinite period.
Professor Robinson of Oklahoma,
ers there Is draped a pointed collar
-of linen etljrd with the finest of thread representing the School Book Publishing
Maynard
Com
firm
of
Merrill
and
At
the
lace and
front the collar extends In a long stole pany of New York City, is in the city
to the bottom of the coat which is a Interviewing Colonel J. Franco Chaves,
s
territorial superintendent of public
length.
litt'e less than
Girls who work are particularly susoeptible to female ills, especially when obliged to stand on thcil
At either side of the front the skirt instruction, on matters pertaining to
morning until night.
feet
from
of the coat Is slashed to a depth of school books.
Day in and day out, month in and month out, the year through, the working: girl toils ; she is often the
The colored people of this city have
riirH inches, the Incision being
bread winner of the family, and must work that others may live; whether she is sick or well, whether it
and finished at the top with no Bettled pastor and Rev. W. Hayes
rains or shines, whether it is warm or cold she must get to her place of employment and perform the
preach
to
for
has
Moore
offered
them
tassels of silk and chiffon.
duties exacted from her.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
A similer design suitable for morn- once each month. The offer has been
Among this class the symptoms of female diseases are early manifest by weak and aching backs,
ing wear is carried out in heavy butch- accepted and the first service will be pain in tne lower limoa ana lower part 01 the stomach; in consequence oi frequent wetting oi the kcu
Sunday evening next at 8 o'clock monthly periods become painful and irregular, and frequently faint and dLszy spells, with loss of appetite,
er's linen embroidered with linen held
Episcopal
until life is a burden and it is hard work to drae about. All these svmntoms rxint to a deransement of the
threads. The sleeves have deep cuffs In the African Methodist
RUNS
street.
on
Johnson
church
lemaie organism, ana li taken in time can be easily and permanently cured.
of embroidery and the round sailor
man,
aged
Montoya,
an
Escapula
color is trimmed in the same elegant
was overcome by weakness on Palace
'way. The coat Is laid in box plaits
avenue last night about 6 o'clock and
from neck and hem and confined at the had to be assisted to St. Vincent's
beltline with a band of embroidered hospital. The old man has been stay"THE FASTEST EVER"
linen.
ing at the institution off and on for
Many of the canvass, pique and linen
e eTOe
Yesterday
was
first
some time.
the
suits for summer are finished with the time he had been there for some time.
Is
helping: hand, and
City, St.
Memthese girls
Mrs. Pinkham holds
coats Instead of the regulation eton The Sisters at the hospital state that
record of
Jackets. They are roomier and more he is restless and will not remain at extends
correspond
cordial
Her
unrivalled
her.
suggestive of comfort on sizzling days the place very long at a time. He Is success in
of advice of untold value
ills makes her
Eton, so this feeling all right this morning.
than Is the close-fittinHe
experience and skill she
ailing
every
working
girl,
wide
her
and
from
reasons
of
probably
chief
one
Call on Agent for full Information
the
is
claims to have been robbed last night
way
quickly points
Her advice is free, and all
why they enjoy such high favor.
of his pension money.
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
Syttem, El Paeo, Texas.
There is no end to the possiblities
Lynn, Hass.
held by her in
confidence. Address,
Miss Mary A. Morrison is In receipt
term
general
This
dress.
of the lawn
of a letter from Miss Mamie O'Donog-huoff
your health is wrecked.
Don't
her
Includes all of the thin washable goods
of Washington. D. C, In which
which can be as costly as silk or as she stated that the trip from this city
cheap as cotton. Green is the coolest to Washington has been accomplished
The Great Republican
Q-- f
and most delightful shades is being without any trouble by her two broth- Paper of America
1
used for dainty summer frocks. A rs, who came to take their sister. Miss
very fetching design has the skirt Margaret M. O'Donoghue, home, and
The Qreat News
made with a yoke over the hips com- that the latter young woman's health
posed of shlrring.whle naednlllons of Is improving. It will be remembered
paper of the World.
:
dreadfully
was
you
you
to
me.
have
mDkae
Pinkham
Mrs.
for
done
for
want
I
what
thank
.
I
lace a.; e let in, coming to a point In the that Miss Margaret O'Donoghue came tired, I stand over my work all day, and no one who hasn't tried it knows how it makes your back and siJ
front and fitting the hips closely. Be- to New Mexico for her health some ache. I couldn't sleep, and had no appetite, but thanks to Lydia E. Pinkhani'a Vegetable Compound,
low the yoke the skirt falls very full time ago, and after quite a sojourn at I feel entirely different now; it is a wonderful medicine. I do not feel that my work is hard now, and 1
Miss Isabel Surqin, 293 Willis Ave.,
with wide tuckings round the bottom Albuquerque came to Santa Fe for a recommend your medicine to other girls who are always tired."
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
New York City.
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor.
and a long sweeping train at the back. visit with Miss Morrison. Her condlMarket Reports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading mat-te- r
The dress is made over a slip of taff- tlon gradually grew worse, until her
rect
u Dear Mrs. Pinkham :
Lydia E. Pinkbam'a Vegetable Compound has done so much good for
eta, which can easily be duplicated in brothers finally came to take her home,
for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
v.
day
to
to
wish
recommend
girls
in
all
standing
keeps
me
on
whose
all
them
feet
it
work
that I
their
lawn trimmed with ruffles of the same her life being despaired of.
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar r year SAMPLE COPIES
hot store. Hie doctor said I could not live and I must give up work, and stay out of doors; he did
material, edged with lace at the botFREE.
to realize that a girl cannot afford to stop working. My back ached, my appetite was poor and I
You never neard of any one using
tom of the skirt.
not sleep ; menstruation was scanty and very painful. One day when Buttering I commenced .u
could
being
Honey
Foley's
not
and
and
Tar
THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis Mo.
The bodice has a deep yoke formed
take Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and it helped me, I soon found that my menstrual
Pharmacy.
like the yoke on the skirt of shirrings satisfied. Alvarado
were free from pain and natural; now my health is fine, and every one is surprised at the chanrco
periods
and lace medallions let In; tiny
In me. and I cannot be too grateful for what you have done for me."
LAS VEGAS.
Miss Janet Paine, 630 WesL
horizontal tuckings compose the vest,
125th Street, New York City. 45000.00 fortit If originate of above letters proving genuineness cannot be produced.'
which conies into the waist quite full, From the Advertiser.
The Las Vegas Military band will
Mousing in front and hooking up the
WISE IS THE WOMAN WHO HAS FAITH IN
back with an apple-greesilk girdle give another of their enjoyable dances
round the waist. The sleeves are tuck- at the Hot Springs casino on next
ed quite tight to the elbow, with very Thursday evening, May 21.
Cecil Hays and Richard Devlne, who
full mandolin cuffs appliqued with the
year ago
assault to murder Fred congress. He says frankly he was op
Nothing has ever equalled it
lace falling to the wrist and gathered have been attending school at the Gem lliimmell, for
In Tucumcarl, says the posed to statehood for Oklahoma until
was
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a BurlingIII.,
Qutncy,
City
college
at
Nothing can ever surpass
business
a
and
lace.
cuff
of lawn
into clerical
engine-man- ,
ton uniform, whether on train-maLas Vegas Advertiser.
The sheriff he saw the country and Its developbrakeman,
A notable feature of the linen frocks came home.
agent,
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Wednesday
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and consideration of
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flying
trip
a
made
atA
largest
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met
the
with
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of
tavor
now
In
ment,
he
which promise to become exasperat-iaglis
and
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
ing to Santa Rosa by the stage, on to
popular, is the short skirt; but tendance this year. A three platoon.
will recommend it. He does not besoldier." Nebraska City News.
by rail, got his man, re
Tucumcarl
Tarking-tonCaptain
by
given
was
drill
be
must
should
be
what one save on the skirt
night and lieve that Indian Territory
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
Rosa
to
Santa
that
turned
and
Lieutenants
McWenire
Gross,
enexpended in the boot, so, as far as
to it, but thinks Oklahoma Is
arrived in Las Vegas by the stage last linked to statehood alone. He says
TO KAN8A3 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
.
money Is concerned, the matter Is as Ilfeld being In command.
titled
night and Bafely jailed bis bird.
.He,
Mexico and Arizona may posPyri.PTraa
New
troad as it is long. With a short skirt l. Charley Clark of Ottawa, Kan., who
that
Fa.
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nt leather, almost every time or of
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a
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Albuquerque
Money back if it fails. Trial Bottle
liiege and mauve suede shoes with pre and Mrs. J. Van Houten left Raton for time in
Cycle and Arms company.
cisely matching stockings are not to New York, where they will be the to the Hotel do Romero.
Hague bankOffice, 1039 17th
be despised, and are really very ele- guests of the
Wanted.
representa
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and
American
railroad
gant in effect. This fashion would
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 29s,
. W. VALLERY, General A rent
They will
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have been out of place until recently, tive, Mr. Oppenhelmer.Waldorf-AstoriNo. 115.
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DENVER.
but my lady modish seems to be get- In New York before sailing and will person who has used Green's August
ting further and further away from
Indigestion,
Europe in an automobile, visiting Flower for the cure of
the conventions of earlier days, and tour
dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
the principal cities.
as long as the artistic sense is not all Marcelino
Morrison, who was ar not been cured and we also mean
shocked almost any make is
rested on the west side Wednesday their results, such as sour stomach,
night by Officer Davis for being drunk, formentatlon of food, habitual
expand
The woman who. wishes to
nervous dyspepsia, head
was placed
the county jail. While
lier wardrobe by retouching last sea- the officers inwere
to
placing him in the aches, despondent feelings, sleepless
to
son's gowns should consider chiefly cell he held onto
1
any
connected
to
In
trouble
ness
inner
fact,
side
of
the
the
tier figure. Everything depends upon door with the right hand. When the with the stomach or liver? This medi
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a perfect outline, a iraineu siuri is big door was closed, Morrison's fingers cine has been sold for many years In
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o
quite wrong with the drooping shoul- were caught, and severed three of all civilized countries, and we wish to
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v
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figure
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appearance
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other
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Eighth size has Just been introduced this
sidered of running the line
o
trimming down the center of the front. street to the sanitarium over the river Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
This "Parts of Latin America- - is situated over six thousand feet oo
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never o
The corpulent sisterhood should to the Hot Springs boulevard, thence O. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
Aiiuough not generally known summer la the Tery 8
experienced.
cling to the touch of black, for noth- back to and around the Plaza park, O'Rlelly ft Co.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Maflana.
o
ing so contrasts and depresses the ef- down Bridge street, connecting on to
o
DO VOU WANT TREES?
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, ao s
fect of the tendency toward bonpoint. the old line at the bridge. They are
Jones Bound Over.
To make the neck and wrists appear also talking of building a dancing pa'
o cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nla s lovely.
The hearing of Bruce Jones, who Is
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smaller than tbey really are nothing vilion and summer resort at the line up charged with the murder of Ernest So- Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of car
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Delicately formed and gently reared, women will find.
In all the seasons of their lives, as maidens, wives, or moth-

4
Jit

v

ers, that the one simple, wholesome remedy which acts
gently and pleasantly and naturally, and which may be
used with truly beneficial effects, under any conditions,
when the system needs a laxative, is Syrup of Figs. It
Is well known to be a simple combination of the laxative
and carminative principles of plants with pleasant, aromatic liquids, which are agreeable and refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the system when Its gentle
cleansing Is desired.
Many of the Ills from which women suffer are of a transient nature and do not come from any organic trouble
and it is pleasant to know that they yield so promptly to
the beneficial effects of Syrup of Figs, but when anything
more than a laxative is needed it Is best to consult the
family physician and to avoid the
e
cathartics and
loudly advertised nostrums of the present day.
When
one needs only to remove the strain, the torpor, the congestion, or similar Ills, which attend upon a constipated
condition of the system, use the true and gentle remedy
Syrup of Figs and enjoy freedom from the depression,
the aches and pains, colds and headaches, which are due
to inactivity of the bowels.
Only those who buy the genuine Syrup of Flg3 can hope
to get its beneficial effects and as a guarantee of the excellence of the remedy the full name of the company-Califo- rnia
Fig Syrup Co. is printed on the front of every
package and without it any preparation offered as Syrup
of Figs Is fraudulent and should ba declined
.
..
wkn knm u,c1:... wi .l,- mis excellent laxative, the
offer of any substitute, when Syrup of Figs is called
for. Is always resented by a transfer of patronage to.
some tirst-cladrug establishment, where they do
not recommend, nor sell false brands, nor imitation
remedies.
The genuine article may be bought of all
reliable druggists everywhere at 50 cents per bottle.
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Early Times of '"if"
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Albuquerque Cycle and Arms Co.
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Correspondence solicited.
"Grand Canyon Illuminated Mounts," REMINISCENCES AND
ollection that the present church was
"Lesser Platinum Prints" on sale at
CHRONOLOGY.
built in the summer of 1881.
The
Banta Fe ticket office for 25 cents. Call
church
was organized in the old town
The twenty-seconanniversary of
and see samples. P. L. Myers, agent.
two important events in our local his- on Sunday, April 18, 1880, and of the
Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cal. tory might be celebrated tomorrow: original trustees all are dead except
We will have on sale to Coronado The opening of our first hotel and the T. G. Ames, though to fill a vacancy
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs- opening of our street railway. Sunday, in June, 1881, Thos. Hughes was made
day and Saturday during May, June, May 15, 1881, was a great day. Every- a trustee and he is the only other old
July, August and September, 1902; body
could ride, and everybody did time survivor.
round trip tickets at rate of $35, limit- ride,
It was In this same church building
having ridden could enjoy a
and
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers in
in the then elegant Armijo house. that In October, 1881, the opera Pinameal
either direction west of Barstow, Cal.
Work on the street railway com- fore was rendered by home talent, and
For further information call on ticket
on Railroad avenue near the of that talent we have but two survivmenced
agent Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Santa
Fe
track on March 29 and the ors, Minnie Horner (Mrs. Jesse MiF. L. Myers, agent
first rail was laid on April 23. Origin- ller), who rendered the part of Hebe,
Indianapolis, Inr?., June
1903, ally the grade was made, not In the and Mattie Howe, (Mrs. W. C. Brown),
annual meeting Travelers' Protective center, but on the south side of the who made a delightful Little ButterIts
Association of America. Rate one fare avenue within a few feet of the side- cup. It was a grand success.
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale walk, the company paying no attention words, its music and its lyrics were,
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20. to the protests of property owners un- and are, so sprightly and catchy, that
For further information call at ticket til its superintendent, Col. M. Bell, was if it were reproduced today it would
office. F. L. Myers, agenu
in an effectual way, informed that he be the event of the season.
Eighty-onwas a busy year. Many
o
must change
grade to the street
Mrs. Bauiumi, at ner parlors, No center or quit the
building and go back to organizations were perfected and a
205 South First Btreet, over the Hyde
few of them survive and have survivNew
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared Upon York. The grade was changed. ing organizers.
opening
day
the
individual
fares
tc give thorough scalp treatment, dr were pain in sums ranging
The fire company was organized Ocfrom the
hair dressiing, treat corns, buniont regular 10 centB to $10, the people
tober
was chief
thus ' .1 .1 28.(kA Billy Sanguinette
. .
.
and ingrowing nails. She gives mas- signifying
f t me ui
n.lolnnl
mil. is.
iiit uinci B lunc al c
appreciation
of
their
iinai
street
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
R.
H.
but
Greenleaf,
Perfecto Armijo,
cars over the native's ambulance.
Bambini's own preparations of com
T. F. Phelan and the chief. The fire
now
That
Methodists
are
the
about
plexlon cream builds up the skin and
- alarm was the voice and the six shootimproves the complexion, and are to erect a new church brings the rec- er, and with a scarcity of both water
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
and buckets the labor was arduous.
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
Fortunately there were no serious
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
fires. The fact that we had a day and
out; restores life to dead hair; renight town open all the time led to
moves moles, warts and superfluous
the discovery of an incipient blaze and
hair. Give her a trial. She also bat
to Its extinction.
a very fine tooth powder which
The Guards organized November 3,
to be free from all metallic
of the original members none but
and
substances. It perfumes the breath,
its officers remain, Capt. John Borra- hardens the gums and makes the teeth
aile and Lieutenants Wni. Sanguinclean and white. It is highly recomette and T. F. Phelan.
mended by all first class dentists. Al
The fair association dates from the
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
evening of March 15, at Rani ho Seco
pimple cure, mod pile cure. All of
hall in old town.
these preparations are purely vegeta
We hail base ball enthusiasts then as
ble compounds. Give her a tital
whoitis?"
now. The first Huh was organized ApAutomatic telephone 490.
'
V" er
knows ril 2, and the first game played April
f
iff
Notlcs of Forfeiture.
li
the touch lf, on grounds near the A. & P. shops,
" of the soft between the town boys and the A. & P.
Territory of Arizona, County of CoV
I
ft
nan,l too well to boys. W. T. McCreight, captain and
chise, SB.
WW
JF
need to guess, and
W ff
To M. J. Sherlock, bis heirs and as
catfor the moment third baseman and W. Y. Walton,
signs:
she enters into the cher, are the sole survivors of the
You are hereby notified that I have
playful spirit of town club. J. H. Kuhns, second baseexpended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
the child and for. man for the A. & P. team, Is its only
in labor and improvements upon the gets her toil and weariness.
Then a present representative.
It rained, but
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate in sudden movement sends a thrill of pain the game went on until It rained too
through
her
she
realizes
and
that
though
Peralta Canon, Cochiti District. Berna love may
lighten labor it cannot lighten hard, when shelter wap taken at the
lillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
A. & P. boarding house and a supper
(tun.
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, Is
Thousands of women who have suf- and smoker given the victors, the town
the office of the recorder of said Coun- fered from backache, headache, and boys; score, 9 to 3.
ty, In order to hold said premises un- other consequences of womanly disease,
It was but a month after the opender the provisions of section 2324 Re- have been made well women by the ing of the Armijo that the Madden
use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescripbevised Statutes of the United States,
tion. It establishes regularity, dries house, now the European, was opened,
ing the amount required to bold the unhealthy drains, heals
inflammation June 14, for dinner.
ame for the year ending December 31, and ulceration and cures female
October 4 records a double mark.
weakness.
1902.
The opening of the first fair, and the
I
cannot
uy
enough
in
priin of Dr. Pierce's
And If within ninety days from the
laying of the corner stone of the MaFsvonte Prescription
it ha done me an much
serving of this notice, you fail or re good."
write Air
Harrell, of Trboro.
sonic
temple, the first Masonic edifice
N. C, Bo io.
I on nwollrn
I could hardly
fuse to contribute your proportion of walk
in the teritory. We had also the telewhen I jcgan taking the 'Favorite Presuch expenditure, together with the scription ' I also
had uterine trouble and could
phone originally between the new and
neither eat nor aleep only at 1 took morphiua.
cost of this publication, as a
old town express offices and then to
Tried four dirt, rent doctor and they all (ailed
your Interest in the said claim will be- lo do me any goMl. ao one of my friendt
your Favorite Prescription ' lo me and the fair grounds.
come the property of the subscriber un 1 took only
Our postofflee dates from March 23,
thre Untie and am now well sui
hearty. Can 110 almost any kind of work.
der said section 2324.
with Fred Kent as our first postmasDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the ter.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
The office was In that little, brokmost desirable laxative for delicate
ALEX CONRAD,
en down shack JuBt south of Walton's
women.
Signature.
drug store.
d

e
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The first two story frame business
house was being erected on the northwest corner of Railroad avenue and
Second street for George l.all. It mas
nearly completed1 on March 31 and was
a handsome structure. A few minutes
after 6 o'clock that evening a xr rhyt
Kansas would call It a cyclone stiuck
it and in a moment It was razed. The
wind lusted but a couple of minutes,
but destroyed a $10,nno Improvement
solely. At an earlier date we had a
less destructive but a very strong momentary blow from the same direction.
It came out of the west. On the morning of December 4, 1SSii, the adobe
roof, large rafters and all. was lifted
from the adobe Btore room. 25x100, occupied by Berry Bros., on the north
east corner of Railroad avenue and
Second street, was carried over Jaffa
Bros.' store adjoining, over four vacant
lots and lodged partially upon the root
of the Boss saloon. We had a few other little blows, but these two were peculiar.
We needed no wind, however, to Increase the life of the town. As compared with the present we are not in
It. The last week of December, 1880,
our merchants received forty-fivcars
of freight and the freight bills paid
that month by them was $65,000. From
the arrival of the railroad In April,
1880, to January 1, 1881, we paid the
railroad for freight alone $457,014.(19,
2
and In the following two months
and the following four months
$230,000. Passenger and express receipts would greatly swell these figures. Rates were somewhat steep. Upon a shipment of trees In April, 1881,
from Sedalia, Mo., Invoiced at $40, we
paid the railroad $33.60 freight.
Money was easy. Both the living
and the dead had it, as illustrated by
a story Ernest Meyers likes to tell. On
September 18, 1881, a man was killed
by a train a few miles below town, his
body and effects picked up and brought
in, that an Inquest might be held,
'mere was no identification, and a
question arose as to what disposition
should be made of his effects a gun
and $ii0 cash. Myers says that Justice
Sullivan easily disposed of that question upon finding "That the deceased
at the time of his death was carrying
a gun," "I'll fine him $50 and costs for
carrying the deadly weapon." As a
rule in those days the maximum of
money was the minimum of the fine.
The big ditch, that eye sore, that
stench In the nostrils of our people,
was a work of 1881. A part of the
town was a slough, particularly from
First to Third street, being very bad in
Railroad avenue, near the center of
To make lots saleable,
each block.
and following the cry started then and
annually repeated to this day, to provide a waterway for the river overflow, to protect the railroad, the ditch
was dug. I have driven through water
three feet deep at the corner of First
street and Railroad avenue, but that
I
water came from the mountains.
have been through mire hub deep on
the avenue east of Third street. The
slough has been filled and the streets
graded up. Many of our sidewalks,
upon the same level as now, were like
platforms to which a wagon might and
did back for unloading, its bed level
with the walk. Jaffa Bros.' store was
so. E. J. Post & Co. was the same and
Jo Moore's meat market, 212 Railroad
avenue, was set upon six foot piling,
and underneath his shop was his stable. The ditch was built and "the stag
nated water was, upon motion, allov
ed to take Its natural course."
A former council,
the first town
council, through its ignorance, constructed a V shaped trough through Its
entire length. It was a job, a steal.
The slough that ditch was built to
drain has long been filled. Dig In Railroad avenue In front of Chaplin's shoe
store and three feet below the present
surface you will find a layer of terro-ne- s
put there by Henry Jaffa to raise
the grade. That was the original filling; above that is a dirt fill, then another layer of sod. and then the fill for
the street grade. As it Is there, so was
it done by the lot owners and by the
business tenants at a time when of
necessity It hail to be done. The bog
has lieen filled. Reunite the Grlegos
ditch with the Hart las ditch w hich
for several years has not been giving
Barelas people
the water they

1

one-hal-
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VERY ANNOYING.

This

Hardly Expresses What Albuquerque People Say of It.
Any itchiness of the skin Is annoying.
Little danger in itching skin diseases,
But they make you miserable.
I loan's Ointment is a never failing
cure
For piles, eczema, all itching trou-hueAlbuquerque citizens endorse It.
Mrs. R. E. Walte, rooming house,
202 North Second street, says:
"There came to my notice some time
ago a case of eczema or of some disease of the skin, which had resisted all
the efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Ointment was procured at the Alva-radPharmacy and a course of the
treatment commenced. It gave positive relief after an application or two
and upon a continuation of it for some
time the annoyance ceased. This Information should bo of untold value to
residents of Albuquerque who are In
quest of an article upon which they
can depend to cure any itchiness of the
skin or eruption thereof."
For sale by all dealers. Price. 50
Foster-Milliurcents.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
tak no substitute.

o
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Capacity

Tent City, Coronsdo Beach, Cstlft rnls.

for business receives its
speediest reward in the selling
department.
If you think you have the
ability to sell a Five Per Cent
Twenty-Yea- r
Gold Bond on
the instalment plan write me
stating your age, present
occupation, and give me bank
or other good references.

Go VJeot
to the Ocean
Summer Cllmmtm rinett In thm World

Cllfornl'

I

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You can buy
a combination round trip ticket to San Diego this summer including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City is a popular Southern
California summer seaside reBort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
reftson.
r. L. Mvmra

rsr.:,.

Tk

GEORGE T. DEXTER,
aptrlatandant af DomMtio Aataciaa,
Mutual Ufa Inaaraao Company of NtwYef
12 Nsaaae

tlraat,

DARBY

Naw York, N. V.

.

DAY

Manager for New Mexico,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

re

Cool Trip on the Banta

Santa Fe

Agnt

Annual meeting German Baptist
MONUMENTS.
Brethren, Bellefontalne, May 30 to
All kinds of stone and marble work.
June 4, 1903 One fare plus $2; on sale Prices moderate. Shop and yard corMay 27, 28, 29, 30 and June 1; limit, ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
June 6. For further information call
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
o
at the ticket office.
brings out some new
season
Each
o
See our new spring line of carpets. features and an Improvement over
We can save you money. Albert Fab-e- last. All our carts are fitted with new
and Improved gear, easy riding springs
305 West Railroad avenue.
and durable, and more elaborate than
Patronize home Industry get a suit ever shown before. We have about 50
made from the products of the new assorted prices ranging from $4.00 to
woolen mills.
Woolens In the piece $30.00. Don't fail to see them before
and measures taken at Simon Stern's, buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co,
corner Second and Coal.
the Railroad avenue clothier.

required and when the Barelas rlng-stcr- s
ask for $100, or any part of it,
quit them; drop them as grafters, and
consult the people on the ditch. To a
man they will tell you their ditch will
carry the water now wasting through
your useless drain, and that they will
be glad to get It without the city coun
cil paying them to take it. The object
for which the ditch was built by the
Our linen display is attractive; our
town company and the Railroad company, was accomplished before we had prices none the less so. Albert Faber.
a city council, and had we done with- Orant building.
o
out a council the nuisance would long
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
ago have lieen abated by, the citizens.
Easter, 1903. Simon Stern, the Rail
road Avenue Clothier.
GREATLY ALARMED.
r,

a Preairtent Cough, but Permanently Cured by Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
Mr. H. P. Burbage, a student at law,
In Greenville, S. C, bad been troubled
for four or five years with a continuous
cough which he says, "greatly alarmed
me, causing me to fear that I was in
the first stage of consumption." Mr.
Burbage, having ceen Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy advertised, concluded
to try it. Now read what he says of it:
"i soon felt a remarkable change and
after using two bottles of the twenty-fiv- e
cent size, was permanently cured."
Sold by all druggists.
By

Police Court.
George Bock and John Davis, two
weary looking members of the Sons oi
Rest society, were before Judge Crawford this morning. They had
In fire water and were each
given five days of work.

One r7inute Cough Curd
For Coughs, Colds and Croup.

JOHN HART

CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER
We are headquarters for lace car
tains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Doors and Window Screens.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o
Spring suits of superior quality and
All Kinds of Jobbing.
j
superior workmanship. A picked showing of the best products of the season.
SHOP-- ln
the alley of First National
The very latest novelties In the finest
grades of pure wool cassimeres and Bank Building.
pure worsted cheviots. The biggest
stock of clothing ever brought to the
B. A. SLEYSTER.
territory. Call around and let us show
you.
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE,
SIMON STERN,
FIRE INSURANCE,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
We can supply your wants in oil
cloth, and linoleum. The largest Btock ROOMS 1114, CROMWKLL, BLOCK,
Automatic Telephone 174.
to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Railroad avenue.

W. H. HAHNc

Nasal

COAL DEALER

CATARRH

over-indulge- d

In all Its stages.

Dnlm
Elj ' Prnxm
uicaiii uaiiii
cleanses, soothes and heals

the diseased membrane.
The Waste or thhe Body.
Every seven days the blood, muscles It cures catarrh and drives
and bones of a man of average size sway s cold In Uie bead
loses two pounds of wornout tissue. quickly.
Cream Balm la placed Into the nostrils, spreads
This waste cannot be replenished and over the membrane and Is suanrbed. Relief Is Imthe health and strength kept up with- mediate and s cure follows. It la not drying does
out perfect digestion. When the stom- not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drugach and digestive organs fall to per- gist! or by mall; Trial Size, 10 cents.
ELY BKOTIIKKH, 6 Wsrren Street, New York.
form their functions, the strength lets
down, health gives way, and disease
set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables
the stomach and digestive organs to
digest and assimilate all of the wholefrom tons of nrrvotia force often owe
some food that may be eaten into the
theirconditinn lo youthful Iguorauce
kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues
that fearful enemy to health.
It Is the huniness of science to repair
and protects the health and strength
the damage canted by the thoughtless
of the mind and body. Kodol cures
practices of youth.
Nervous DeMlity never gets well of
Indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach
ltaelf.
Its victims drng through a
troubles. It is an ideal spring tonic.
miserable exUteuce, weak, listless,
despondent.
Sold by B. H. Brlggs & Co., S. Vaun
-

Men Suffering

Cerrlilos and Gallup Domestic, Lums
Coal, 95.00 par ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.60 per ton.
Anthracite,, larger sixes. 97.75 pat
ton.

Wood and Kindling, all sixes.

Yard and Office: 107 East Rallreasl
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Telephones:

Automatic.

415

and

267; Bell, 45.

DEVOE'S

READY

One Gallon

Covers 300 8quar
TWO COATS.

fcftlMTER'S

MIXED PAIN

v

Fees

8UPPUE5 1

& Son.

We have ooiained the agency for
the products of the new Rio Grande
Woolen mills. Woolens In the piece
suitable for suits and ladles, skirts
and leather suits, now on sale at our
store. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

literally feed the hungry nerves, giving
them the precine ingredients de- uiauuea oy uumre.
wonder! ill
remedy cures Nervous this
stops
ir'jitHtXW WH.HIC1I
(ISHiiea,
uiania,
sends rich, warm life blood tingling
through every twrt. tuakiua' everv or
gan act and causing you lo glow with
health.
f I 00 per boa: 6 boxes fwlth guaran

Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts,
all the new color combinations and
white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50. SIMON STERN, the Railroad avenue
clothier.
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes-stron- gest
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade
of box calf or vlci kid. at $2.60
Simon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
We are now showing the products of
the new woolen mill of this city, and
taking measures for suits, made of
pure new mixed wool; nearly a hundred different rctterns; we guarantee
fit and style. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

tee to cure),

.".(I0.

Teal

Book free.

Mkdki.nb Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by B. H. - lggs ft Co.

Pekmyroyal'pills

Kleinwort's

marke

I

resh meats in the city.
o

Excursion Rates to Coronado Beach,
California.
Rates, Including meals en route,
Grand Canyon side trip with hotel ac
commodations, and two weeks board
and lodging at Coronado Beach, with
four additional weeks at $10 a week, If
desired.
Single parties with standard Pullman, $107; two parties with standard
Pullman, $97.50; single parties with
tourist sleeper, $97; two parties with
tourist sleeper, $92.50.
Dates of sale, June 1 to August 31,
inclusive; limit, two months from date
of sale. Tourist limit of ten days each
way with stopovers.

S5.50 to $40.0u

Farmers' Plow Harness, 97.50
Saddles
95.25 to 955.00
e
-

("i

I'urll.-uUra-

TMllMHlili

" IN Met for l.mllr. in Uttti. lij re.
(urn Mull. Iti.li.tli l.t.u.MUiaU. Huldby
Wli-i- r
Mrl.r.l. r !. mlc.l t

lev
L'

Flnt Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
Whips

Coronado
Tent City

TLos400

W.

15c to $1.50
-

F Keleher
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

L TRIMBLE &

CO.

Second street, oetween Railroad aa4
Jo p per ..venae

oo

street. He has the nicest

Harness

1

Japanese ana cmna matting In all
grades at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
avenue.
Look into
Morth Third

SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS

on San Diego Day Is an Ideal
summer resort. The climate
is perfect. Open June 1 to
September 30, under management of Hotel del Coronado.
Full Information regarding
excursion rates, charges at
tent city, etc., from agent

Horses and Mules bougnt and exefcaas
ed. Livery, Sale. Feed and
iTansfer Stable

EIT TURNOUTS

IN

THE

CITY

Address W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albunuerque. N. M.
FRENCH TANSY WAFER8.
Ladles can depend upon securli
permanent relief from Irregular 1
painful periods by uslna these wafar
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes bv nur
chasing only from our agent
Fans Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass.. Im
porters.
W. T. Walton. DrescrlDtlon drueetat.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. it., sole agent
for Bernalillo county
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PRESBYTERIANS

Bi Hers Tonight and

Under Garments for

Re-

main Over All Day Tomorrow.
NAMES OF THE

w

Attractive

With a pair of our low shoes
on your feet you may be sure
to have the best in style, fit
and quality.
DON'GOLA, M'KAY SEWED
$1.50, $1.65
VIC1 KID, HAND TURN
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00

ing.

VICI KID. FRENCH HEELS
2.50, $3.00

VICI KID, EXTENSION SOLES
$2.25, $275
PATENT KID, WELT SOLES
$3.00
.

$3.50
-

00000004
COFFEE OR TEA?

1

I

which Is to your liking? Perhaps you
like both one for breakfast ana dinner; the other for luuncheon or supper"
In either case we are bound to suit you
because there's no better tea or coffee
In town at the prices we ask. All we
ask is a trial.

F. F. TB OTTER
Successor to J.

U. Beli e Co.

.No8. 118 and 120 South Second

St

In the afternoon the citizens will
take the party to the government Indian school and to the Menaul mission
school. The start will be from the
Alvarado at 2 p. m. It is earnestly
hoped that every one having the
means to take one or more of the visitors will be on hand promptly at 2
o'clock.
The importance to our city of having these representative men and wo
men receive a favorable Impression
can scarcely be overestimated. They
represent those who have conducted
the Menaul school for many years;
who have planned to spend at least $9,- 6(10 this summer In putting
tin a large
three story brick building for the
school and who contemplate a still
further enlargement In the near future
by the establishment of a girls' school.
There are plenty of private convey-ances in the city and all tan be taken
comfortably tomorrow afternoon If our
people will turn out with their accustomed public spirit. Our readers are
urged to call the attention of their
friends and neighbors who have carriages or buggies to these visitors and
urge them to be on hand at 2 p. m. tomorrow afternoon at the Alvarado
1

ho-te- l.

0. W. STRONG & SONS,

UNDERTAKERS
License

68,

Colorado State Board
Health,

Of

Prompt and Careful

Service

First 8treet Natatorlum.
The First street natatorlum
open every day from 10 a. m. to
p. m.

In
10

Ladies and gentlemen will And

this resort first class in all its appoint

ments. Tuesday nlghta will be reserved
for private parties If encased on or be- fore the previous Saturday. For terms
apply at tho office.
o

Woman's Exchange removal sale
For the next ten days we will sell our
201211 North Second St
health foods nf, reduced rates.
Two packages Malta Vita
BOTH PHONES.
25c
Two packages Granola...,
25c
Caramel Cereal, 1 package
15c
Graham Crackers, 2 boxes
25c
MONEY TO LOAN
Fruit crackers, 2 boxes
35c
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
Other foods in proportion.
good security; also household goods Woman's Exchange, 323 South
Second
stored with me;, strictly confidential.
street.
Highest cash price paid for household
If you need screenwork have It done
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue. by the Phoenix nlanlng mill, Gold avenue.
BREAD, CAKES,, PIES.
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per
Home maae bread, canes and pies,
pound.
fresh from the oven every day. Brown company. Blanchard Meat & Supply
bread and baked beans, Yankee style,
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
If you need screenwork have It
part of the city. Mrs. Akers, 1516 by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold done
avefiouth Second street. Bell 'Phone 113. nue.
CHAPEL

OFFICE,

AND

PARLORS

Squar Piano.
not feel able to purchase a
new upright piano for your children to
learn on, why not purchase a good
square piano from Hall & Learnard.
We will take It back In exchange for
a new upright any time within one
yeah See us about It.

' If you do

A

o

Hall & Leanard keep all the!.' pianos
in tune free for one year and will make
every promise and guarantee good.
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied
customers, which is worth considering
when about to place your order for a
piano.

Do you want

a piano? If so call at
For Sale.
We now have a number of square
Learnard 's, that Is about all
pianos on hand all of which must be
that Is necessary.
sold to make room for new stock. If
Is your boy particularly bard on his you want a bargain see Hall & LearnDo you want something ard about it.
footwear?
that will stand the racket, look neat
and at the same time does not cost
For Bale.
a fortune? Try our "Pine Knot" shoes.
Complete contractors' outfit, 20 head
Their name fits their capacity for hard horses, single and double harness, wa
wear. 13 to 2, $1.50; 2V4 to 5V4, $1.75; gons, carts, scrapers, etc. Enquire of
at C. May's popular priced shoe store, Margaret Monahan, administratrix, at
208 West Railroad avenue.
Ruby house.
Hall

&

If

V

V
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to know what stylish men will wear this
to see Stein Block nobby cloths."

''V-

-

8es"u. ask
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We have just received
a full line of oxfords for

men and boys j

j j j

Walkover Viei Oxford 93. SO
Walkover Enameled Oxfords....

.. . 94.00

Walkover Calf

Pingree Patent

Vicl

93. SO

Oxford....

95. OO
Flortdieim I'atent Colt Oxford
99. OO
Hoys' Oxfords, Very Swell, Sizes
I to 5
92.SO

Boy'

and Me n't

TENNIS SHOES

E. L. WASHBURN
..'

'I.Ji'i-'-

"

.JLB.g'i"-?i'- .!

Warm Weather Wear

-

There is no beverage more healthful than
the right kind of beer. Barley malt and hops
per cent
a food and a tonic. Only 3
of alcohol just enough to aid digestion.

The Pennsylvania railroad has published a pamphlet containing the
names of many of the delegates to the
general assembly of the Presbyterian
church, to be held next week In
Angeles. We copy the names of those
who will spend tomorrow in this city.
Many of our readers may find some
friends among the numlxT to whom
they will lie glad to extend courtesies
during their short stay In our city.
The eighteen cars which are used In
transporting the party over the Santa
Fe will arrive in probably two sections
tonight and will remain In the local
yards all day Sunday and continue to
the coast on Monday. The pulpits ot
the city will be occupied by the visiting divines, loth morning and even-

Always

PATENT KID, HAND TURN
(French or Cuban Heels)

VISITORS-

special Invitation Is also extended to the visitors to visit the Commercial club while here.
Names of Party.
Philadelphia Rev. B. L. Agnew. Mr.
and Mrs. E. P. Alexander, Mr. and Mrs.
W. Berges, Mrs. J. A. Bogardus, C. E.
Burns, S. R. Caldwell, Miss S. L. Collins. W. L. Cooke and Miss Cooke, J.
8. Crawford, W. W. Flske, Henry
Goodrich, W. Graham. Rev. W. W.
Miss Jennie Horner, Rev. and
Mrs. R. T. Jones. Mrs. A. M. Larzelere,
Rev. and Mrs. T. C. McCarrell, the
Misses McNabb, Mrs. F. Maybln, Mrs.
E. A. Mlckle and Miss Mickle. Dr. and
Mrs. A. G. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. J. Peters, Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Strublng and
the Misses Strublng. Miss Anna Truitt,
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Welda, Dr. and
Mrs. J. A. Worden and Miss Worden,
Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Alford, Mrs. M. H.
Allen, Mr. and Mrs. A. Clegg, Rev. and
Mrs. J. W. Cochran, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Graham, the Misses Harvey, Miss Annie Kent. Rev. J. W. Kirk. Miss S. M.
l.ongstretch, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Rog-ers- ,
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Sample, Mrs.
M. C. Scudder. Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Wallace, the Misses Woods, Mrs. M.
Wilson, Mrs. J, H. Breed. Warren, Pa.
E. A. Abbott. Miss M. Waters.
Pa. Mrs. J. A. Parke. West
Borwnsville, Pa. Mrs. J. H. Abrams,
W. S. Bowman.
Pittsburg. Pa. Mr.
and Mrs. S. M. Baughman, R. S.
Holmes, W. M. McJunkln. Mrs. M. Riddle. Rutledge, Pa. Mr. and Mrs. H.
H. Bitler. Harrlsburg. Pa. C. O.
Wilkes-barre- .
W. H. Rutherford.
Pa. H. W. Dunning, F. E. Park-hursLaurel, Pa. Carl O. H. Ettlich.
LIgonier, Pa. Mr. A. E. Dickinson.
Pittston, Pa. Rev. J. J. K. Fletcher.
Unlontown, Pa. Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Frederick. Warren, Pa. Mrs. A.
Chester, Pa. F. Innes, Rev.
and Mrs. P. H. Mowrey. Elwyn, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. Kruse. Reading,
Pa. Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Ijilrd. Scran-ton- ,
Pa. J. A. Ianslng, J. T. Mattes.
Chesnut Hill, Pa. Mrs. M. D. Latta.
Scottdale, Pa. A. 8. Lauks. Bath, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McClure. Parkes- luirg.
Pa. Rev. T. R. McDowell.
Doylestown, Pa. Miss E. F. Miller.
Ashbourne, Pa. Rev. and Mrs. R.
Montgomery.
Ellzabethtown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Musser. Avalon.
.
Pa. Mrs. O.
Sanford. Chambers-burg- ,
Pa. Rev. and Mrs. T. J. Sher-rard- .
Hornesdale, Pa W. H. Swift.
Towanda. Pa. J. S. Stewart. Mt. Airy,
Pa. Mrs. J. Stinson.
Devon, Pa.
Miss M. M. Ward. Stevensville, Pa
Rev. J. 8. Wilkes. Mercerburg, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Witherspoon.
Bradford. Pa. Miss Belle Blakeslee.
Wllllamsport, Pa. Rev. and Mrs. Jas.
Carter, Miss A. M. Smuller. Havers-ford- ,
Pa Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Hall.
Pottsvllle, Pa F. H. Hause, Mrs. M.
E. Miller. Oxford, Pa. Miss Florence
McClure. Mr. A. E. Townsend.
Pa. Mrs. C. C. Fergusson.
Easton. Pa. Miss Frances McKeen.
Cresson, Pa. Rev. B. M. Gemmill.
Wissahlcken, Pa. Rev. D. H. Martlu.
Port Carbon, Pa. Mrs. Jasse Newlln.
Lincoln University, Pa. Rev. and Mrs.
J. B. Rendell. Bryn Mawr, Pa. Miss
C. N. Rhoads. Allegheny, Pa Rev.
M. Riddle. Bethlehem. Pa. Mrs. M.
C. Todd. Germantown, Pa. Mr. and
Mrs. W. It. Wister. New York Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Hand, J. A. Hlbson,
Miss M. L. Irwin, Miss E. G. Long, Dr.
A

Park-ersbur-
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Our stock of Underwear is complete. It comprises
more etyles than we have ever shown before cotton,
wool and silk in various gradesand weights. Further,
our underwear is made to fit, and to hold its shape.
The prices are considerably lower than usual. Compare and see.

But get the right beer, for tome beer is not healthful.
Schlitz U the pure beer, the clean beer, the filtered and
sterilized beer. No bacilli in it nothing but health.
And Schlitz it the aged beer that never causes biliousness.

Call for the Brewery Bottling.
TAa Ba.r that mmda Mil warn kw. trnmrnm.
MHInl A Rnkln. Ill South Flint St.,
A' tomtttio 'Phone No. ill, Albuquerque.

SI.OO Suit
Hulbriggan, light and black
ribbed blue and brown.

mington. Del. E. 8. R. Butler. Baltimore, Md. Mrs. W. J. Hull and Miss
Hull, Mrs. Sallie Dennis, Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Everltt, Mrs. Cornelia Harper.
Bridgeport, Conn. F. C. Fox, E. H.
Long. Worton, Md. Mrs. M. O. Janvier. New Bedford, Mass. J. A. McGregor. Canton, Ohio Mr. and Mrs.
O. B. Milligan.
Detroit, Mich. Mr.
and Mrs. O. H. Prentiss and Miss Prentiss.
Steubenville, Ohio Dr. A. M.
Reld. Aquidilla, Porto Rico J. L. Underwood. Chicago Mrs. C. H. Cochran. Hartford, Conn. Miss A. Dick-ersoStaunton, Va. Miss M. J. Foster. Huron, S. D. Rev. C. H. French.
New Haven, Conn. Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Kelsey. Frederick, Md. Mr. and Mrs.
S. Todd. Wheeling, W. Va. Miss
E.
HolMiss EldeBt, Rev. J. P. Dawson.
M. B. Morrell.
land Patent. N. Y Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Allen. Clyde, N. Y. Rev. V. N. Yel-glDutchess guaranteed trousers In
Elmlra, N. Y. A. D. Blodgett. neat effects. $2.50, $2.75, $3 and $3.50.
Rev. and Mrs. Sand, Dunham, H. F. E. L. Washbuni.
Benton, Miss May Edgerton. Auburn,
D. WEILLER & CO.,
N. Y. J. W. Btainard. A. Goodrich. I
Newark, N. Y. M. E. Cramer. Settle-ket- , f Agents for the finest brands of all
N. Y. E. B. Strong. Yonkers, N. kinds of groceries in the territory. The
Y. Mrs. T. R. Dawson and Miss Daw Gold avenue grocers.
son. Waverly, N. Y. Mrs. Howard El
We have In union label tobacoes:
mer, H. Hamstreet. Hammond, N. Y.
Duke of York smoking,
Rev. D. A. Fergusson. Freeport, N.
Suncured Plug Cut,
Y. Mrs. Wm. Foreman. Canandaiga,
Lucky Strike,
N. Y. Mrs. C. A. Franklin. Mrs. E. A.
Miners and Pudlers,
Rlverhead, N. Y. Mr. and
McCall.
Martin's Navy Plug,
Mrs. T. M. Griffin. Binghampton, N.
High Court Plug,
Y. D. M. Crummon. Mlddletown. N.
Nerve Navy Plug,.
Y. Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hanford.
Globe Plug.
Me- N. Y. J. H. Hanford.
These brands are all good tobaccoes
Graw. N. Y. Dr. H. C. Hendrick. Ja and are made by Independent union
maica. N. Y. Mrs. C. A. Hendrlckson. factories. H. Westerfeld & Bro., 207
Freeport, N. Y. Mrs. J. T. Hewlett. Railroad avenue.
o
Mrs. W. M. Foreman. Blauvelt, N. Y.
Rev. J. M. Letper. Mlddletown, N. Y.
for piuuo bargains ca at Hall k
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Seward. Rome, Learnard's.
pvaps. White Plains,
N. Y. Mrs.
?
Screen work done by the Phoenix
N. Y. E. A. Slossan. Mt. Vernon. N.
planing mill. Gold avenue.
Y. Miss D. Vap Horsen. Haverstraw.
N. Y. Rev. and Mrs. G. ti. Bonsall.
LEMP'8 STANDARD
Buffalo, N. Y. E. D. Emerson. House-villN, Y. Mrs. R. H. Foster. Peeks-kill- , At the North Pole Saloon only. Second
street, near postofflce.
N. Y. Mr.' and Mrs. S. R. Knapp.
Y.
Knox.
N.
Southold,
Miss Marion
Teas! Teas
Rev. W. H. Lloyd. Watertown. N. Y.
Coffees
CoffeeslI
Mrs. and Mrs. H. A. NiniB. Penn
Always fresh at D. Weller & Co.
Yan. N. Y. Rev. D. H. Palmer. Turin, the Gold avenue grocers.
N. Y. Rev. E. C. Perry.
Fairhaven,
o
N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Phillips.
Pure creamery butter, 25 cents per
N. J Rev. H. T. Beatty. Dr. pound.
Blanchard Meat & Supply
Mrs. company.
P. W. France. Jersey City, N. J
G. A. Bloomsliurg, Mr. and Mrs. Tay
lor Mulr. Lyons. N. J.Mr, and Mrs.
MONEYIOLOAN
Luther Chiltis. Morristown, N. J.
Mrs. M. H. Cross. Liberty, N. J. C.
On diamonds, watches or any good
B. Condit. Basking Ridge, N. J. Mrs. security.
Great bargains tn watches
D. E. Conklin. Elizabeth, N. J. Mrs. of every description.
H. B. Crane, Mr. and Mrs. Robert DavA. H. YANOW
idson, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Cobb, Mrs. E. 209 South Second street, a few doors
B. Grier, Mrs. K. C. Halsey, Mrs. E.
north of postofflce.
Norrls. Mrs. C. B. Orcutt and the
Misses Orcutt, J. Woodruff. Rev. W. C. aOOOOOODDODBDaODDO
o
Romell. East Orange, N. J. Mr. and a
YOUR SPRING SHIRT
Mrs. H. C. Dillworth, Dr. and Mrs. J.
F. Patterson and Miss Patterson,
Tooker and the Misses Took-er- ,
Miss A. Lloyd. Tennant, N. J.
Mrs. C. C. Ely. Crawford, N. J. Rev.
G. F. Greene. Delanco, N. J. Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Herring. Lyons, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Henery. Holmel,
N. J. Mrs. J. S. Holmes.
Atlantic
City, N. J. Thompson, Irvin, Miss M.
C. Moore.
Salem. N. J Rev. W. M.
Lauderbaugh.
Rranch. N. J.
J. G. Ivell. Hightstown. N. J. Mr.
and Mrs. H. D. Mount. Newark, N. J.
Cyrus Peck and Miss Peck, J. W.
Babbitt, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Rogers.
Orange, N. J Mrs. F. H. Thompson.
South Orange. N. J. Rev. and Mrs.
Stanley White. Beverly. N. J. Mr.
and Mrs. J. Wilson. Passaic, N. J.
should look just a bit prettier than
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Biddle. Phllllps-burg- , any other
shirt you wear during the
N. J. H. Chlndsey. Dover, N. J. whole twelvemonth
will If we have
Halloway.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W.
the pleasure of laundering it. Not
Montclair, N. J. Mr. and Mrs. M. much sentiment about our laundry
Howell. Rev. Orville Reed. Boonton, work lots of practicality but w do
N. J. H. C. Jenkins. Rev. G. L. Rich- take especial pains In Spring time.
mond.
Somerville, N. J. Rev. R. R.
Stier. New Brunswick, N. J. Rev. C.
R. Stronk.
Washington. D. C Miss
N. G. Bradley. Miss M. W. Davis. Mrs.
A. L. S. Thomas, Miss E. B. Wilson,
E. H. Eakle, Mrs. S. P. Rossiter. Wil
aek of PostofAe.
and Mrs. F. E. Marstpn. Miss E. Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. 8. M. Randall and Miss
Randall, the Missies Reiffert, Mrs. II.
E. Rhodes, Miss Sophy Smith, Miss M.
M. Stevenson, Miss S. Thompson, Miss
J. A. Turner, Mrs. O. C. Walcott. Rev.
E. N. White and the Misses White,
Rev. and Mrs. C. J. Young. W. T.
Booth, Miss M. E. Bowers, J. J. Butler.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Devins, Rev. John
Fox. C. H. French, G. W. Llthgow,
Mrs. A. W. Offord, Dr. and Mrs. H. C.
Olin, Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Wade, Rev.
D. G. Wyle, Mrs. C. M. Foreman, Miss
Bertha Fuller, Wm. Thomson, H. Has- torf, Harman Koop. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Alknian, Rev. and
Mrs. D. H. Overton. C. Eldest and

-

SI. SO Suit
Light weight

wool

and

S2.SO Suit
Light weight

wool, grey and
French balbriggan.

brown.

S3 and Q4 Suits
cot- -

ton mixed.

Fancy silk -- white, blue and
pink.

Straw Hats, largest assortment
town, from SOc to SIS each

In

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

J

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE
Best Grades..
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose
Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes

e,

1

1

A COHPLETB

LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

aociuDDDoaoaooooaoo

ONLY

ONLY

Q2.SO

02. SO
1L

w

SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOUSES
BECAUSE OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VANN

;

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

The

mm,
!

Body I Better Without Drug.

Can You Give a Rational Definition of Oneopathy

in Our Window

t

OSTEOPATHY NEVER POISONS
T

Osteopathy is a system of theraputica, based upon a thorough knowledge of anatomy and physiology, enabling ths practitioner to look
upon tha body as a perfect living, automatlo machine. There arc mora
defectiv spines on earth than paupers. Get your spines In good snap
and your chances for health will be good.
"

C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.

SON,

JEWELERS

Imperial Laundry

Ash-lownl-

&

it

STARRETTS,

,

)

)N

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST COLD AVENUE

